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.Are PADD Directors
By PHYLLIS J.Oh1301114E
Staff Writer •
Seven Calloway Countians serve
on the Purchase Area Development District Board of Directors.
Ray Dunn serves as the board's
vice chairman. Joe Bolin serves
as the treasurer. Robert O. Miller.
Melvin Henley, William Pratt and
R.L Cooper serve as members.
Each board members is also actively involved with PADD committee work. Since the PADD was
established in 1969, the board has
recognized and organized 12 cornareas requiring a concentration of
time and spkcial interest or expertise.
These committees provide an
opportunity for 251 citizens
throughout the region to work
together with local governments
in planning and making decision
which affect many of their services.
Of the 12, the largest is the
Employment and Training Committee. Its 25 members are required by the State Prime Sponsor
4regional work programs. The composition is
governed by federal CETA regulations and members must be
representative of business, education, community groups, local officials and other target groups.
Working with the committee for
Calloway County are: Larry
Moore, Steve Zea and Linda
Moore.
The Industrial Development
Task Force is charged with spurring industrial and commercial
development in this region.Working in the industrial development
area are: Ted Vaugh, Walt Apperson and Pual Kiesow.
The 23-member Transportation
Committee provides local input into programs established by the
Kentucky Department of
Transportation. Local representatives include: Apperson Z. C.
Enix and Leonard Vaughn.
Serving with the Regional Arts
Panel are: Betty Baker, Patricia
Miller and Lanette Thurman. This
group has been instrumental in
generating arts and crafts funding
for organizations and programs.
The 22-member Crime Council
Includes: Miller, Dale Spann and

Paul Jerry Lee. These men, along
with other council members are
charged with providing a forum
for law enforcement officials to
deal with issues of concern.
The committee established for
Natural Resources and Environmental Resources Protection includes: Miller, chairman;
David Howell, R. L. Cooper and
Rick Lamkin These members are
asked to assure state and federal
regulations relating to resource
protection are followed.
The Aging Committee is composed of 22 policy members including: Gil Hopson, Sue Outland
and William Phillips. The committee, required by Title III of the
Area Agency on Aging Designation, must be composed of 51 percent persons aged 60 or more.
The Subarea Health Council
acts in an advisory capacity to the

PADD board and the Kentucky
Health Systems Agency-Wed._
From Calloway County Its
members are: Dunn, chairman,
Harold Beaman, Martha Erwin.
and Dr. Hal Houston.
The Tourism/Matching Funds
Subcommittee was designed to
meet State requirements for the
allocation of Tourism Cooperative
Travel advertising matching
funds. Calloway Coutitians serving are: Helen Spann and Ray
Stewart.
PADD's committee to serve
education is the Education Committee. Included in its membership are: Jack Rose and Robert G.
Jeffery. The Community Service
Committee meets the need for setting priorities and promoting
rural and community development. Serving from Calloway
County are: Billy Balentine, Keith
Hays and Dick George.
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CONSTRUCTION WILL BEGIN — Participating in groundbreaking ceremonies of the new
Murray-Calloway County Chamber at Commerce Tourism Center were(from left) Steve Zen,Jim
Hall, George Pavelonia,(Muck Wynn, Melvin Henley, Dan Miller, Holmes Ellis, Paul Kiesow,
Marshall Gordon and Robert 0. Miller.
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Purchase Area Development District

$1.5 Million Budgeted
During the 1980-1981 fiscal year, the funds provided to PADD were
the Purchase Area Development spent for various projects. The
District was allocated about $1.5 lafgest of time was the Aging Timillion from three sources.
tle III expenditure at $532,455.
The budget for the year ending Next in cost was the In-Home SerJune 30, 1981 reveals PADD vices porgram which cost
Received $782,149.75 in federal $482,000. Funding for the In-Home
funds; $786,754.20 in State funds Service Program came from state
and $20,326.64 in local funding.
funding. PADD received
For the fiscal year in progress $500,000 for that project.
the district believes its allocation
will be $1,580,267.59 as compared
Direct Costs, including salaries,
with a total of $1,589,230.59 for insurance, and retirement for
1980-81.
PADD Employees were
The budget for 80-81 reflects all $186,932.27 last year.

A spirited group of Murray and
Calloway Co. citizens gathered
Friday to witness a "dream finally come true," as groundbreaking
ceremonies officially began the
construction of new offices for the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce and
Tourism Authority.
The center,-located just north of
the intersection of U. S. 641, and
Highway 121, is scheduled to be
completed Jan. 1, 1982. It was acclaimed by Paul Kiesow, chair-

man of the building committee, as
truly a community project.
Chuck Wynn, Murray Tourism
Commission president, told those
In attendance he felt the tourism
center project as a large step
forward and he also anticipated
the spending of thousands of
tourism dollars in Murray and
Calloway County as an end result
of the project.
"The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce will now
have a permanent home," said

Murray State University vice
president Jim Hall,"And this(the
center) will bel new front door to
Murray."
Along with Marshall Gordon,
president of the Marra -Calloway
County Chainber- of
who acted as master of
ceremonies, remarks were heard
from Robert 0."Miller, Calloway
-County Judge/Executive, Melvin
Henley, Murray mayor. and
Holmes Ellis. Murray-Calloway
Industrie!Foundation secretary.

No One Seriously Injured In Wreck
No one was seriously hurt in a
five-car collision which occurred
at about 10:30 p.m. Friday on Kentucky 121. The wreck was near the
Jaycee Civic Center, about three
miles west of Murray.

The second vehicle was driven
by LIU E. Cleaver, 20, Calvert City. Both cars crashed into three
other vehicles which were parked
along the east roadside of. 121,
Oakley said.

According to Kentucky State
The trooper said a party was in
Trooper Joe Oakley, a car driven progress at the civic center at the
by Donnie Winchester, 22, 211 N. ••• time of the wreck.
13th St., was traveling east on 121
No citations were issued and all
when it collided with another car drivers had valid insurance,
which was leaving the civic center Oakley said.
parking lot.
Winchester received a cut

beside his right eye, and Susan
Pugh. 20, Paducah, received a
bruise on her face, but niether
were hospitalized, Oakley said.
The trooper said Pugh was a
passenger in Cleaver's car.
Winchester's car, a 1973
Cadillac, Cleaver's car, a 1177
Chevrolet, and one of the parked
cars, a 197a Oldsmobile, had to be
towed from the -scene. The Olds
belongs to Arthur Meyer, Farmington, Mo., according to the
trooper's report.

Thousands Expected For 49th MSU Homecoming'Oct.30-31
By DWAIN McDITOSH
p.m. football game between the four-member scramble competiThousands of alumni, former Racers and Ohio
Valley Con- tion over 18 holes, with trophies
students and friends of Murray ference arch rival
Eastern Ken- and prizes to be awarded. ParState University are expected to tucky Univeristy —
Homecoming ticipants are encouraged to subflock to the campus Oct. 30-31 for eve will offer interesting
events mit entires as soon as possible to
the 49th annual Hoemcoming too.
Alumni Office, Sparks Hall, Murweekend.
ray State University, Murray,
Designated • as Blue and Gold
Planning is in high gear for the
Ky.,42071,telephone (502-762-3737.
traditional two-day fall get- Day, Friday, Oct. 30, will begin 3737.
together that will include a rapid setting the mood as everyone is
Tennis entries should be submitsuccession of events and renewal urged to wear the school colors at
ted
not later than Oct. 16. Events
all activitriies.
of friendships.
will include men's class A singles
Competition in both the 12th anActivities include an assortment
and doubles (for players with
of the usual features — football, nual Homecoming Golf Tournatournament
experience), class B
parade, good food, reunions, par- ment and the sixth annual
singles
and
doubles (for novice
ties, receptions, golf and tennis Homecoming Tennis Tournament
players
with
less than two years'
competition, dances, an -alumni is scheduled on Friday, with Tenexperience), mixed doubles and
baseball game,and an intrasquad nis to begin at 8 a.m. on the
age 50 and over singles. Players
scrimmage by the 1981-82 Racer university courts and golf at 9
may enter no
basketball team.
a.m. at the Murray Country Club. events. Entries more than two
may be made by
Although Homecoming Day is The entry fee is $10 for each. Play contacting
the Alumni Office.
officially Saturday, Oct. 31 — with In the tennis tournament will conThe first program in the Dr.
much of the attraction to be focus- tinue Saturday.
Ruth E. Cole Distinguished LecThe golf tournament will be a ture Series is
ed on a 9:30 a.m. parade and the 2
scheduled at 10-30

a.m. in Mason Hall (Nursing
Building) with Dr. Rebecca
Culpepper, associate professor of
nursing at Vanderbilt University,
as the featured speaker. It is open
to the pbulic.
A brnquet for nursing alumni
will begin at 5 p.m. in the ballroom
of the Univewrsity Center. Reservations may be made by calling
Dr. Martha Erwin or Paulette
Kent in the Department of Nursing at (502) 762-2193. Reservations
are $7.50 per person.
The agriculture Aturifici
Association will present its 1981
Outstanding Agriculture Alumnus
Award and recognize scholarship
winners at a dinner to begin at 7
p.m. at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Coach Ron Greene's Racer
basketball team will be involved
In an intrasquad scrimmage to

begin at 7 p.m. in RacerAtana.
A Homecoming Gala Concert at
8 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium will
serve as a showcase for several
groups made up of students and
faculty. There is no admission
charge.
Pregame ceremonies at the
football game on Saturday will
center,on the crowning of the 1981
Homecoming Queen.
Other Saturday events scheduled are: ,
— The usual lineup of
breakfasts,coffees,'brimches, lunches, dinners, parties, and reunions for fraternities, sororities
and other campus organizations.
— An alumni baseball game at
Reagan Field at 10:30 a.m.
— The Ohio Valley Conference
Cross Country Championship at
10:30 a.m. at the Murray Country
Club.

The annual Homecoming
Alumni Smorgasbord in the
University Center, beginnings t 11
a.m. Reservations are $7 a plate
and may be made in the Alumni
Office in Sparks Hall (502) 70.3737 on the campus no later than
Oct 27.
A reception at Oakhurst, Abe
president',residence, wittiDr. mid Mrs. Constantine W. Cards as
hosts, immediately following the
football game. Past Homecoming
Queens will be the special guests
of honor at the reception.
- A concert by the ?reservation
Hall Jazz Band at 7 priln Lovett
Auditorium. Tickets will be $5.50
each, with arrangements to be announced for purchasing them.
— A homecoming Dance at 9
p.m. in the ballrurn of the University Center.

Hospital Awarded Accreditation
The Murray-Calloway County posed of health care professionals.
Hospital and Long Term Care It seta standards for healthUnit has been awarded the max- related facilities and services.
imum two-year accreditation by
In addition to its programs for
the Joint Commission on Ac- hospitals, the JCAH also conducts
creditation of Hospitals (JCAH), accreditation programs and
Stuart Poston, administrator, an- educational activities for
nounced.
psychiatric facilities and mental
"Accreditation by the joint com- health services, ambulatory
mission is evidence of our success
in complying with JCAH's national standards of excellence,"
Payton explained. "It signifies our
voluntary commitment to mainOne Section — 12 Pages
tain high quality patient care."
Aces
2
The JCAH surveyors conducted
Church Directory
1
an evaluation of Murray-Calloway
lamifIeds
10,11
County Hospital and Long Term
10
Care Unit on June 26 and 26. The
servey tv-Ari, including a physi.9
cian, a registered
a
..... 9
hospital administrator,irkabsated
Horoscopes •
25
the facility against JCAH's acLocal Scene
2
creditation standards.
12
Obituaries
The JCAH is the leader of volun4
Opinion Page
tary efforts to raise the quality of
67
Sports
health care in the United States.
Business Page
MCCH is a private, not-fcr-proifit
3
organization created by And corn-

health care organizations and services for mentally retarded and
other developmentally disabled
persons.
Approximately 7,400 facilities,
services and programs hold JCAH
accreditation, including 75 percent of the acute care hospitals in
the United States.

Today's Index

HUDDLE UP — Sgt. 1st Clam Carl Martin coordinates instructions with Army pilots from Fort Campbell's
2nd Squadron of the 17th Mr Cavalry Friday at Murray State University. The pilots are (from left) Warrant
Officer Eric Waltz, Warrant Officer Darrell Kempf and an unidentified captain Martin is an adviser to the
MU ROTC Rangers, who were transported from campus to Kentucky Lake for a training exercise. The
helicopter in the background is a UH-1H transport aircraft.
Staff Photo By John Salerno

Fair,
Not As Cool
Fair and not as cool
tonight. Lows in the mid to
upPergis.'Partly sunnrancf
warmer Sunday. Highs in
the mid to upper 70s. Light
east to southeast winds today, southerly five to 10 mph
torught and southwest 10 to
15 mph Sunday.
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Grrnmunity Events
Saturday,Oct.3
Independence United
Methodist Youth
Fellowship will have a
hot dog and chili supper
and country store at 6
p.m. at the Church.

Square and round dancRoad block for St.
ing will be at 7:30 p.m. at Jude's Research Hospital
the Woodmen of the will be from 9 a.m. to I
World Hall.
p.m. at intersections in
Murray.
Past Masters Night
Sunday,Oct.4
will be observed by
Community
Theatre
276 Free and Accepted
Saturday,Oct.3
Masons at 7:30 p.m. A will present "The FanTemple Hill LodggliNo. potluck
supper will be tasticks“ at 8 p.m. at the
276 Free and Acceptid served at6:30
Playhouse in the Park.
p.m.
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at theIodge hall.
The Rev. and Mrs.
"The Fantasticks" will James E. Garrett will be
be presented at 8 p.m. a honored with a reception
Bargain Matinees
the Playhouse in the in celebration of their
Park.
Sat. 8, Sun. 1-00
35th wedding anniversary
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Oak
(hen & (inc
Work day for Long Grove Cumberland
All Seats 51 50
.
Creek Cemetery in Trigg Presbyterian Church.
County will be throughout
the day with a potluck
Monday,Oct.5
7:00,9:00+2:00
supper to be served at
Sat.,Sun.
Coldwater United
noon.
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
Barnett Cemetery
p.m. at the church.
business meeting will be
at 11:30 a.m. followed by
Lottie Moon Group of
a basket dinner.
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7
Country ham breakfast p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Ti Nevi Ni. bey
will be served from 6 a.m. Marvin Mills.
11411IT mynas*
to 12 noon at the Legion
Recovery, Inc., will
Hall, Sixth and tf Maple
Streets, by American meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Legion Post No. 73. Cost Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
will be g3 per person.
Streets.

PATERNITY

KATHLEEN TURNER

BODY
liEfiT

7:20.9:20 :
Sat. Sun.

Executive Board of
Prayer breakfast by
Full Gospel Murray Woman's Club
Businessmen's will meet at 11:30 a.m. at
Fellowship will be at 8 the club house.
a.m. at Triangle Inn.
Calloway County
Retired Teachers
Alcoholics Anonymous Association will meet at 2
and Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at the Ellis Comp.m. at the west end of munity Center.
the Livestock and ExposiD strIct L..oL the
tion Center.
American Dairjr Associa:
tion will meet at7:30 p.m:
at Mayfield, Middle
School

Before painting windows,
remove hard-to-get dirt
from corners with an old
paint brush and soapy water.

HE WAN'TSMU
TO HAVE HIS BABY
IT Knows •

PATERNITY
RuINAGoNT ACTORS PRESENTS Buie REYNOLDS,
Rviatirr A GERPOORMOONAJENTOROESKT PROGUETON
- I Ewalt* PRdro RPM TNOESITY
O
Wrier EN NIA
OR ''ER ...Iwo< by .ARRPECE GORDON one
m•We MOONIEN4 [Reeled EN OW STEINBERG A MRAMOUNT •C'llat
1
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Northside Baptist
Church Women will meet
at 7 p.m. with Ann
Salmon.
Calloway County
Athletic Boosters will
meet at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County High
School Library. A film of
the CCHS-South Fulton
game will be shown.
Skating party for
CII1oway County 4-H
Club members and their
guests will be from 4 to 6
p.m.at the Murray Roller
Skating Rink.
Tuesday,Oct.6
Group II of First Christian Church CWF will
meet at 2 p.m. in the
church library with
Rubye Pool to give the
program. Hostesses will
be Vera Farris, Mary
Force,and Mary Parks.
Bea Walker Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the home of Mrs.
James Rogers.
Murray TOPS (take off.
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Health Center.
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. at the
west end of the Livestock
and Exposition Center.
Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 pm. at the
club house with—Helen
Hodges as speaker.

Delhi Departmeni of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the club house with BenDouglas Civic Improve- nie Purcell to present the
ment Club will meet at 7 program.
o.m.at Douglas Center.
First United Methodist
Board of the Church Church Women will meet
Women United will meet at 10 a.m. at the Hale
at 10 a.m. at the Annex of Chapel of the church. The
the Calloway County Executive Board will
Library.
meet at 9 a.m. with the
coffee time at 9:30 a.m.
Murray-Calloway
Murray Assembly No.
Camera Club will meet at
7 p.m. in the social hall, 19 Order of the Rainbow
First United Methodist for Girls will meet at 7
Church.
p.m.at the lodge hall.
An Australian film,
Free blood pressure
"Cars That Eat People,"
will be shown at 2:30 p.m. tests will be given from 12
and 7 p.m. in the theatre, noon to 2 p.m. at the
University Center, Mur- Seventh-Day Advntist
ray State University. Church, South 15th and
Prof. Kent Forrester will Sycamore Streets.
give an introduction at 7
Parents Anonymous
p.m. The showings are
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
free to the public.
information call 759-1087
Chapter M of the or 753-6917.
P.E.O. Sisterhood will
meet at 710 p.m. at the
Sinking Spring Baptist
home of Mrs. Harlan Young Women will meet
Hodges.
at 7:30 p.m. at the home
Murray Lodge No. 105 of Gail Turner.
Free and Accepted
Senior Citizens Centers
Masons will have Pak will be open as follows
Masters Night at 7:30 Dexter at 9:30 a.in.;
p.m. at the lodge hall. A Hazel and Douglas from
potluck supper will be 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
servedat6:30 p.m.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY,OCTOBER 5, 1981
What Wad d day will Wow sibling. Serious mental work
raw be? To find eat what the is favored catch up on ourstars say, read the forecast respolvience.
givestor your hirth SWAL
SAGITIA1UUS
(Nov.22toDec.21) "
ARMS
.1.1
,4 Do further research regar(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
cling a financial matter. Now
Business
"
Pi
d° DOE the time to takeFriends
others
not
mix and
favorably.
Be
ur
badness-Lae tolarther career —
"
egali:"""°••""`
.
interests. A C1011.
nalY
—W c...ApRicoRN
feeling overburdened.
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) tS4ii? Mingle with those of like
Avoid mixing
business
Tried-and-true methods mind.
with pleastwe.
WELCOME WAGON — Molly Ross, right, sang
Be serious,
but
and accompanied herself on the autoharp at the work best on the job. Avoid try not to take yourself too
September salad supper of the Welcome Wagon risk-taking and farfetched
'
br-"
A"
QuABius
•
Club at the First Christian Church. Left is Meredith schemes. Self-discipline
accomplishment.
ings
Zehr,first vice president and program chairman of
(Jan.20 to Feb. 1f)
GEMINI
You may receive faulty adthe club.
(May 21 toJune 20) nolirg. vice about a career to
matter.
keep
Don't be rushed into sigrung You'll be better off
anything. An old love Proves new developments confident° be a stabilizing influence. tioi. Dowtspw the beam.
Curb a tendency to pfscEs
.
9-29-81
(Feb.19to Mar.21) Xe
Younglove, 406 S. 8th, restlessness on the job.
CANCER
Fulfill social obligations. An
Adults 131
Murray, Mary F.(June 21 to July
22)
old friend would like to see
Nursery 10
Schrader,Bx.37, Hazel.
Common sense rather than you.. Don't be self-Indulgent
Newborn Admission
Max L Herndon, Rt. 1,emotion should prevail in ;then
Myers, Baby Girl
Rebecca Ann partnership affairs. Avoid health.
Almo,
(Lisa),Rt.2, Benton.
about money. Accept YOU BORN TODAY dislike
49
Shady Oaks,disputes
Futrell,
Dismissals
responsibility,
routine work and are
Patrum,LEO
Larry W. Butler, Rt. 6, Murray,John A.
,13,
7
-(0
somewhat
adventurous. You
Tenn.,
(July 23to Aug.fl) warn's% have a way with people and
Murray, Willie M. Lane, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
4,
Harper,
Rt.
M.
Alben
Don't snap at a Co-worher: would make a good agent or
421 S. 8th, Murray, RhonBoyle,Avoid impulsive decisions. sal
esman. your best success
da K. O'Connor and Baby Fulton, Herbert E.
Girl, Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn., Rt. 1, Murray, Grace M.Reason things out. An extra comes with the development
Concord,work assignment may be of a sense respousiblity and
Tonya Dean Lee and Moffitt, New
6,yours for the asking.
an interest in community afLiaby Boy, Rt. 1, Dexter, Paul W. Purvis, Rt. VIRGO
Murray.
opt&
fairs. Law, politics, teaching
Karen Lee Grant and
(Aug.23to Sept. 22)
and medicine are some of the
Baby Girl, Bx. 713, MurLillian Sally Henson, You may receive money due areas in which you can make a
Rt. 8, Murray, Ruth N. you. Creative energy is high,-valuable contribution to the
ray.
Mark. E. Williams, 13x. Luton, 505 Walnut, Mur- but don't let trifles upset you. public welfare. You're also
163, Puryear, Tenn., ray, Loner C. Logan, 1002 You work beat when you are dravm to the arts and will
Dianne Dunigan, Rt. 1, Vine, Murray, Lilela not angry.
have success is sports and the
entertainment siord.
Beam. Mary Ann Bar- Cape, Rt. 3, Murray, LIBRA
Write of.:_thester
row,512J. 8th, Murray, Nolen M. Atkins, Rt. 6,(Sept.23 to Oct- 22)
johns.
It's not the best time for us. president; cardsartbar._
Lochie F. Landon, 1318 Murray, Margaret E. visitors.
Domestic :concerns actress; and Joshua Logan,
Wells Blvd. Murray, Dawson,306 Jones,Paris, may weigh on you, but family director.
Larry V. Edv;ards, Rt 2, Tenn., Howard W. Werts talks will bear fruit. Curb
Calvert City, Sarah (expired), Rt.5, Murray. needless spending.
The gestation period in
SCORPIO
varies .from 21
animals
(Oct.23to Nov.21)
Avoid rash career decisions. months for an elephant to
You y be concerned about a 18 daysfor a pigeon.
or 1981 Edition
The Board of Advisors Mark Bradley Lyles,
for the Outstanding David Cowan Buck-Young Men of America ingham, Michael H.
Awards Program an- Keller, Willis Nathaniel
nounced names of men Johnson, Bruce Wayne
selected for inclusion in Logue, Jeffrey Roland
the 1981 edition of Green, Larry David
Outstanding Young Men Wright, and Robert Keith
of America.
Martin, Murray; Victor Beautiful tans
without the suss. Keep your suramorIs. widow
M. Olazabal, Jr., Amo; the use of doesperous tonstieg
booths.Sok rietwof feed colorThey include the followLinn Michael Stanak, ings. Millions hove Mies thou. tablets without may
side afing:
Jackson, Tenn.; Thomas fects. Seed for your boa .4 72 sallots peek* priced of:
Joe Dudley Thompson, Alfred Brockman, $29.92 plus $3.00 handling(chock or raemy oodsr)hoes —
Hazel; Randal D. Wilson, Louisville; Danny Lee
Ricky Allan Lamkin, Lamb, Martin, Tenn.;
Bruce L Smith, William Roger Dale Taylor,
Richard Wilson, Owentboro; Hal Cannon
1810 East Michigan
Frederick Roy Swann, Faulkner, Honkinsville:
Lansing, Michigan 48912
David Ryan Graham, and Thomas Wood,
Dope. A-509
Charles Randy Lovett, Auburn.

a

Hospital Report

00

socializing

proi;c7yow.

r2E-

mo;fp

Local Men Named
F

TANNING BOOTHS
ARE DANGEROUS
HAWAIIAN TANNING
TABLETS

Creative Marketing

DISCOVER
THE SAVINGS
v\\\\Illiwt

G. CORN,JO

7:20,9:15
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"No man likes to have his
intelligence or good faith
questioned, especially if he
has doubts about it himself'
Henry B. Adams.
MURRAOpen.7:00•Start7:1S
Declarer had his doubts
about how he played today's
misguided game. All the
more reason that he didn't
want to hear about it ft:13m
his partner.
Declarer won the first
club in dummy and counted
eight top tricks. A ninth
could come from either a 33 club break or a winning
diamond finesse.
Without further ado,
declarer led a low diamond
to his queen and West's king
and both of declarer's
chances went out with the
garbage. All he could manage was the eight tricks
with which he had started
and the game went one
down.
"What was the hurry
about the diamond finesse?"
asked North. "If East had
held the king, he would have
held it later in the play as
well as early."
North was right, of
course, and here's what he
suggested. "Win the club
lead in either hand and lead
a low diamond, ducking it
completely. East wins and
shifts to the heart nine, won
in"'durnniy with the ace. A
THEYTAKE
low diamond is led to
1zz4arer's ace, dropping
-10-1.-4.
EVM1/43t1V-EnTetell!
king and now deciar-West's
AN IWO RELEASE
.
er's diamond queen takes
the ninth trick.
"What if the diamond ace
doesn't drop an obliging
king from West? Declarer
crosses to dummy to lead to
his diamond queen, assuring
airrsocotas jtj
two diamond winners when

2nd

0

Blazing
Slewardesse

NORTH
•A 7 2
•A 6 3
.743
K Q53
WEST
•J 9 3
•Q 7 4

19-3-81-A

EAST
•Q 10 8 6
•J 10 9 5
•.1 1098

K2•
4 J 10 9 8 2

+6

,

SOUTH
•K 5 4
•K 8 2
•A Q 6 5
4A 7 4

1088

vow'
.

Reg. $14.99
cushioned comfort
Women's

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
South. The bidding:
South West North East
1 NT

Pass

3 NT

All
Pass

Opening lead Club jack

$888

ever diamonds are 3-3,
whenever East has any
number including the king
and whenever West has a
singleton or doubleton diamond king."

0"

Bid with Coro
South holds

10-3-81-B

Reg. $14.99
Genuine suede
Women's

•Q 10 8 6
•J 109 5
•J 109 8
46

Norsk South

ANSWER: Three clubs.'tik
the Stayman convention in a
try for a 4-4 major suit fit.
If not found, then settle for
game in no trump,
---

Send bodge questions to The Aces.
P0 Bo: 12363 Dallas, Texas 75216.
with self addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

R499. $12.99
COmfOrtitretch

bands

women's

Sale prices good
through the weekend.

Payless ShoeSourcel
Peducah

Murray

Big K Shopping Center

Control Shopping Center
9:00 o.m.-9:00 p.m. Daly
1-6 Senday

9:00 o.m.-9:00 p.m.
1-6 Sonday

Cape Girardeav
350 N. Rings Hwy.
p.a.
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Bus nessHelpsWith Financial Planning

52

•
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VISITING ARTISTS — Among the visiting artists with owner Betty Hinton
(center) at the Framers Gallery were (from left) Donna Richardson, Virginia
Cummins,Jan Anderson and Ann Crick.

Gallery Announces
Winners Of Art Works
Winners of art works in
the Framers Gallery
Grand Opening contest
have been announced by
owners Betty Hinton and
Sue Brown.
They include •Awa
Watkins, Hazel, Goodman_ _print; Mary E.
tth, Dowdy
Srnitn;

Attaining financial independence is a goel
many people. Financial
Security Concepts helps
Individuals, families and
4
all businesses whin—
that goal.
Operated by Max. L
Underwood and John
Boltz, Financial Security
Concepts assists with
planning and budgeting
in order to meet longterm financial goals.
The company was
formed, Underwood said,
because "people are con1
cerned with the future.
They are confused about
what direction to take" on
financial planning.
FINANCIAL PLANNING — Max L. UnderUnderwood stressed the
wood (left) and John Boltz, of Financial Security
company is not a "money
Concepts, helps individuals and small business
manager. We just do our
with financial planning.
best to put together prooptions
or "available pro- name problems getting to
grams and show people
their options "about sav- ducts" which lead to the objectives."
achieving financial goals.
ing for the ruture.
From there, persons
Underwood said they choose their own way to
For people, as well as
busingsses, Underwood sit down with family reach their financial
and Boltz formulate a members and employees goals.
net-worth ledger. From "to organize thoughts, to
"People are happier in
there, they list several name objectives and to a program they choose,"

print; Teresa Williams, ford, Palford — artist
V
Route 2, Shupe original; proof; Cynthia A. Hart,
Jean Miller, Route 1, Route 7, McIntosh print;
Green print; Cynthia Betty Parrish, RichardBoulton, 1311 Robertson, son — remark print; and
Anderson print; Carol Milton Routh, Route 5,
'0$
Garner, 1503 Mildred, Winters — remark print.
•
Cummins; Sue Roberts,
The gallery's grand
Suzanne Oakley is the
1706 Farmer, Crick print; opening "Art-O-Rama"
new part owner of the
Wanda Miles, 1505 Ox- was Sept. 21-25.
Bamboo Garden, which
recently moved to a new
-arn
42- it
location — the Dixieland
Shopping Center.
di
f
A native of Benton,
Oakley has lived in MurBENTONVILLE, Ar.,
In commenting Stewart district 51. Deal has the ray 15 years. She and her
— Gary Stewart has been stated, "We are looking responsibility of 7 Wal- husband Joe have two
named manager of the forward to becoming a Mart Discount City stores children.
new 56,200 square foot part of the Murray corn- located primarily in TenOakley invites
Wal-Mart Discount City unity. We are excited nessee and Kentucky. He
everyone to the new store
store in Murray. Stewart about our new store and and his wife Janice Ann
location to see "the combegan his career with look forward to servicing headquarter in nletely
PART OWNER — Suzanne Oakley is a new
new look" and exWal-Mart in July, 1980 as the merchandise needs of Dyersburg,Tenn.
part owner of the Bamboo Garden. The store now
panded
display
areas
for
an assistant manager in our customers. He furis located in the Dixieland Shopping Center.
merchandise.
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
ther stated that approxHe most recently serv- imately 90 new associates
•
ed as an assistant will be employed localmanager in Grapevine, ly."
Texas. Prior to joining
Don Howell serves as
the company, he had Regional Manager for
many years of retail ex- region 21, where he has
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — A
perience. Stewart will the responsibility of 35 sobering fact: the Ocrelocate to Murray.
Wal-Mart Discount City tokk issue of Kentucky
Joining Stewart will be stores. Howell and his Business Ledger dashed
three assistant wife Mary Ann reside in heady rumors that cans
managers, Alan Sharp, Hendersonville, Tenn.
of the extinct Billy Beer,
Bob Schroeder, and Bob
Charles Deal serves al a short-lived brand namHayes.
District Manager, ed after former Presit I 11
dent' Carter's beerguzzling brother, are
Lig
worth $10 to hundrdeds of
dollars each.
The monthly business
newspaper quoted Falls
City Industries President
James F. Tate as saying
his company's offer to
AT GRAND OPENING — Wildlife artist Ray
sell sealed empties for 75
Hart
was the guest of honor at the grand opening
cents each has few
Thursday of the Blackford House Gallery in its
takers.
new location,418 Main St.
In its beer-brewing
days, which ended with
the sale of its brewing interests to G. Heileman
Brewing Co. in January
1979, Falls City whipped
up much foam with its
late 1977 introduction of
Billy Beer. Billy Carter
proclaimed himself the
NATIONAL DEALER OF THE MONTH —
"Colonel Sanders of
Spencer Salentine (right), owner of Town and
beer" and Billy as "the
Country Yamaha, was named national Yamaha
best!ever tasted."
dealer for October. Salentine also won a
The public disagreed
Yamaha sales incentive contest. Over 1,600
after a novelty period
Yamaha dealers were entered. Salentine receivthat was a publicist's
ed an all-expense paid trip to Hawaii, presented
KNOXVILLE —
dream, and the market
by Eugene Moore, Yamaha district Manager.
Michael F. Stalls, Son of
went flat.
Mr. and Mrs. Buel E.
Stalls of Murray, has
been named assistant
o'
WWWW/
vice president of City &
We at the
County Bank of Knox
County. He has assumed
duties at the West Town
office, one of the largest
and most progressive in
•0
offer our
the C& C Bank system.
Previously Stalls served as assistant vice presi'
dent with The Paducah
Bank & Trust Company
* 0 $
for four years, and was a
business analyst with
Dun & Bradstreet, Inc.,
Louisville, Ky.
Michael F.Stalls
The banker has an
undergraduate degree from the Kentucky School
from Murray State of Banking at the UniverUniversity and graduated sity of Kentucky in 1979.

Local Business
Announces
New Co-Owner

Stewart Named Manager

Hoke said
Financial.Security Concepts also is pianning a
seminar, set for Oct 15 at
Murray State Uruversity
The seminar, scheduled
for three consecutive:
Thursdays. is sponsored
by the NISU Department
of Continuing Education.
Underwood is a certified life underwriter
and formerly was
associated with Bennett
and Associates. Boltz has
been associated with

special edgewise', *IOC
schools -111C- iiitilly
munsettne.- FL/uncial Security (On
tepts was aka blished
Xayit -Li open from I
5 p m. Monday
through Friday. Its 'cation will be the Southside
Shopping Center Nov 1
It currently is located in
the Hopkinsville Federal
4vuigs & loan Anions
tion building
The phone number is
753-6141

NEWSPAPER
CARRIERS
Anyone wishing to make application for a newspaper route, or
anyone who has previously made
such application, should stop by
the newspaper office at 106 N. 4th
St. and fill out a new application.
T.ft-Deloneyteircutotion Manager

the
Murray Ledger
lk Times
106N 4th S'
753 1916

'Billy' Rumors

Better
Safe

Dashed

When buying_a
portable electric
heater, buy a brand
name known for
reliability and one that is UL listed for
safety. Look for a unit with a
thermostat, since it will use electr)city
more economically and
a tip-over switch that will
help protect
you against fire.

011111

Michael Stalls

Assumes Duties
Knoxville Bank

Than

Sorry

dB.

Bank of Murray

Congratulations

AY
.

Framers Gallery
Financial Security
Concepts
Bamboo Gardens
Blackford House Gallery
Town & Country Yamaha
Michael Skills
Wal Mart
;Ts
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•
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Shoe Repair
*Custom
•

Leather
Work

Dixis4 Coder
limy leather CO.

1111
*Soddles
Harness
Repair

Murray Electric
System 7534312
401 0111/e
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Many Kentuckians Hungry
— Former Director
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Many Kentucky citizens don't
realize how many people in the
state are going hungry, according
to a former director of a food,
disbibution agency.
- -Mail Tucker, a fortimr iiirsekte
of Dare to Care, said Met- when
most people think of hunger,
they think of people-Ellational
Geographic with bloated
stomachs. They say, 'I don't see
anything like that here."
But Ms. Tucker said the problem still exists, even though it
may not always bear obvious
physical signs. And she believes
the volunteer food programs that
do exist "can never take the place
of the food stamp program."
Federal cutbacks in the food
stamp program, which became effective Thursday when the new
federal fiscal year began, may
worsen a hunger problem in Kentucky already viewed as chronic
by Louisville emergency food
agency volunteers. Those budget
cuts are expected to remove 27,000
Kentuckians from the food stamp
rolls.
Directors of the Louisville food
distribution centers affiliated with
Dare to Care said they, too, are
worried.Some said the program is
set up to provide only emergencycare and is not equipped to handle
hungry families on a sustaining
basis.
"We've already -felt the
burden," said Sister Janet
Dougherty, director of Sister
Visitor, an East Market Street
center operated by Catholic
volunteers. Sister Dougherty said the
of foocrorders her center
gives out each month has climbed
from 125 to 175 since the start of
the year.
"We're beginning to see more
middle-class people," she said.
"The economy is bad and so many
(people) are laid off ... I see the
need being too much to handle."
"I have no doubts we'll be

WaAington Today
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan wants Israel to butt
out of American foreign policymaking, and he has said so for all
the world to hear.
Presidents are not customarily
that blunt in their public
pronouncements about Israel and
its lobbying clout. But the Reagan
administration has been bristling
for weeks over Israeli resistance
to the sale of American arms to
Saudi Arabia.
Congress could block the deal. A
House majority and half the
Senate signed up in opposition to
the sale. The administration is
trying to change minds in the
Republican Senate, and Reagan
said Thursday that he thinks "the
chance is good" it will go through.
It will unless both the House and
the Senate vote by Oct. 31 to bar
the sale of AWACS surveillance
planes and other weapons to the
Arab kingdom.
Reagan's rebuke to Israel inferred that if Congress does vote no,
it will be reflecting undue foreign
influence in American
policy-making.
"As president, it's my duty to
define and defend our broad national security objectives,"
Reagan said Thursday."The Congress, of course, plays an important role in this process.
"And while we must always
take into account the vital interests of our allies, American
security interests must remain
our internal responsibility," he
said. "It is not the business of
other nations to make American
foreign policy."
That was no off-the-cuff statement. He delivered it in opening
his news conference, before taking questions. And he underscored

vef;•
r.„
-v-r‘

busier now," said Linda Frost,
director of the food distribution
center at Walnut Street Baptist
Church.
Ms. Frost said the number of
food orders given out by her
center already has climbed by 25
to 30 each month since January.
John Cubine, deputy commissioner of the Kentucky Bureau for
Social Insurance, the agency that
administers the food stamp program in the state, said the reduction in federal food stamp money
will have two effects.
He said the cutback will not only
mean a reduction in the number of
people eligible for food stamps,
but a drop in retail grocery sales
throughout the state.
"This is going to mean that lowincome families have a lot less
purchasing power," said Cubine.
"The ones who have no income
may qualify for other programs ...
the working poor will suffer the
most."
Looking Back
The food stamp program has
been serving around 540,000 persons statewide, or 7 percent of 10 Years Ago
Kentucky's population, he said.
Congressm
The percentage of recipients is Stubblefield an Frank Albert
of Murray chose not
somewhat higher in the eastern to make
an
effort
to obtain a post
part of the state.
on the powerful House Ways and
He also said a Department of Means Committee
as the post
Human Resources survey shows became
vacant
that food stamps have been buy- Kentucky's Sixthat the death of
District Coning more than a fourth of all the gressman
John Watts. Stubretail groceries sold in 13 Kentucky counties.
20 Years Ago
"People will never make up the
low dollar-for-dollar that this
Murray State College had
(food stamp cuts) will create," he enrolled
3,674 students for the fall
said.
semester. This was nearly 20 perDavid Reed,- an Episcopal cent more
bishop who heads the interfaith ever enrolledthan the college had
before.
Louisville United Against Hunger,
A music library and listening
people
said
cut from the food room
stamp program will default on namedat Murray State College was
in honor of the late Mrs.
other bills before they stop buying
food.
,-Years Ago"There are going to be people 30
who are going to suffer," he said.
Richard Tuck, man,.6er of the
"But they're going to stop paying
utility bills and other things. The local.Kroger Store, was presented
an award for having the
last thing you cut is your food."
"friendliest, cleanest store with
(diet- best merchandising of products"
IL liciro. by C.A. Clodfelper, personnel
manager of the Carbondale
it when asked whether he was telling Israel to keep hands off U.S.
security interests in the Middle 40 Years AgoEast.
George Hart, mayor of Murray,
"Well, or anyone else," he
received
a telegram from high ofreplied. "We're going forward
with strategic discussions of our ficials stating that President
relations with Israel, but...I Franklin D. Roosevelt had apsuppose what really is the most proved- $49,687 for construction of
serious thing is...that other a municipal park in Murray.
Deaths reported included Mary
countries must not get a perception that we are being unduly Elvyn Wimberly, 27, Jim Thompinfluenced one way or the other son, 75, Osco Shrader, 57, Mrs.
Robert Myers, Oscar Phelps, 53,
with regard to foreign policy."
Arab countries always have Mrs. J. D. Wilson, 64, Elijah
argued that the United States is Powell, 75, and Mrs. Jim White,
unduly influenced by Israel. They 78.
Murray State Teachers College
said so again after Reagan met
with Prime Minister Menachem had 958 enrolled in the college proBegin three weeks ago. The per and 353 in the Training School,
United States and Israel agreed at according to Cleo Gillis Hester,
that time to what was called registrar. Calloway County had
227 enrolled for the fall semester.
strategic cooperation.
Winners in the Ledger & Times
Secretary of State Alexander M.
subscriptio
n campaign were Mrs.
Haig Jr. had said in advance that
any lobbying by Begin "would be Bonnie Garrison, Lula
unacceptable intervention." Haig Risenhoover, Mrs. Hansford
said he understands Israeli sen- .50 Years Ago
sitivity on the issue; but the
president must deal with broader
The Murray-Mayfield road was
considerations.
to be surfaced with a ;`black top"
One of them is oil, and Reagan retread, according to Roy M.
was blunt about that, too. "This Shelbourne, Paducah, member of
sale will significantly improve the the State Highway Commission
capability of Saudi Arabia and the from this district.
United States to defend the oil
Deaths reported included Jenfields on which the security of the nie Townsend, 81, M.O. Walston,
free world depends," he said.
80,and Mollie Dinning,49.
The president said repeatedly
Murray was selected as the
that the U.S. arms sale would not meeting place of the home
be a threat to Israeli security, now economics and agriculture
or in the future. Begin doesn't buy teachers of the first district for
that.
1932 at the meeting here Sept. 25
Israel isn't going to make the and 26. Ruth Sexton, dietitian of
choice. Congress is. But if that Murray State Teachers College
choice is to block the sale, and so and teacher of home economics at
rebuff Reagan, the episode could the Training School, was elected
Mar relations for some time to president.
come.
Temperatures fell sharply after

Though iii
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Benjamin Jowett(d. 11113) was*
famous Victorian Englishman and
translator of the works of Plato
who occasionally got into trouble
with the authorities of the Church
of England - as an Oxford pro/SSW, he was an ordained
argyman.
Jowett's wages were kept below
average for a ten year period
---because Church leaders found
--some of his beliefs questionable.
. Dewitt this, we are told, Joirett
remained a convinced Chrittan;
kr owe gave a young _Mt*,
following Piece of advice: .
You must believe in God, my
dear, despite what the clergymen
My.

•11161 Copley Memo leveles

blefield said he felt he should remain on the agriculture committee for the interests of his rural
friends.
Deaths reported included Minnie Thompson, 89, John Farmer,
32, Macon Trousdale, 56, and
Amos Oliver,87.

Births reported include a girl to
Mr.and Mrs. Roger Dowdy,a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Eaton, Jr.,
and twin girls to Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie Staffner,all on Sept. 23.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wilkerson
celebrated their golden wedding
anniversary on Oct. 10.

Juliet Holton., a cultural leader in
Murray throughout her life.
Births reported at the Murray
Include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Freddie Dismore,a boy to Mr.and
Mrs. Wallace Litchfield, a boy to
-Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Gene
Donohoo, and a girl to Mr. and

Mrs. Billy Joe Wilson.
Local merchants handed out
8,000 hotdogs, 3,000 Cokes,
numerous bottles of milk and
juice, and sacks of popcorn at the
Merchant-Student party for Murray State College students on the
courtsquare.

branch of the store.
Deaths reported included Mrs.
R. M. Mason and Mrs. Jack Beale,
Jr., 78.
Deaths reported included a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Schmidt,
Sept. 25, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.

Bufford Downey, Sept. 25, and
twins, a boy and girl, to Mr. and
Mrs. Hal Hicks,Sept. 27.
Prof. and Mrs: Robert Baer
presented musical numbers with
Mre. Orval Austin as accompanist
at the meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

Doran,and Mrs.Ira Morgan.
Calloway County's fifth annual
fall fair started Oct. 1 with huge
crowds attending, according to
Ray Treon,chairman.
Births reported this week in 1941
were a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Ross, Sept. 20, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. L. C. Barnett, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. H. E. Wall, Jr., Sept. 22,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wiley,
Sept. 27, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Manuel Cope, Sept. 28, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young,Sept.
28, girl to Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Byerly, Sept. 29, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Gordon Rudelle
Greenup. —
Marriages announced this week
in 1941 were Louise Herron to
William Allen,Sept. 13,and Rubye
Jo Parker to Roy Franklin Leslie,
Sept. 20.

three-quarters of an inch of rain
here on Sept. 25 which was accompanied by considerable wind.
The mercury dropped to 36
degrees the night of Sept.29,1931.
"In reading the numerous
depression cures, we are amazed
to find hard work so briefly mentioned," from the column, "Just
Jots" by Joe Lovett.
A Fiddlers Contest was scheduled Oct. 3 at New Concord High
School.
The Calloway County Jersey
Show opened Oct. 9 at Farmer's
Loose Leaf Floor.
The Murray High School Tigers
played to a 0 to 0 tie in their football game with Metropolis High
School.

Reagan Budget Cuts Begin To Hit Home
School lunch prices in
many ways.
Oklahoma are going up by a
The last of 300,000 public service
nickel, a dozen lawyers will have
jobs paid for by the federal
to be let go from Vermont's legal
government under the Comaid tprogram and a 32-year-old
prehensive Employment and
Vietnam veteran in a Florida drug
Training Act are being phased
care center is worried about
out, for example, at a savings of
where he will live.
$4.6 billion. Four hundred CETA
The warnings about the impact
employees in Delaware worked
of the Reagan budget cuts are
their last day Wednesday.
beginning to hit home;,
.
"We had to lay off 150 people at
"I almost feel like I'm sitting on
midnight last night," said Ed
death row," said Frances
Kramer, director of elderly ser- Stanek, head of the Governor's Office for Planning and Programmvices for Dade County, Fla.
ing in Iowa. Officials kept the
Reductions in some areas have
CETA workers on the payroll until
been under way ever since legislamidnight, trying, unsuccessfully,
tion was passed trimming a wide
to
find a way to save the jobs.
variety of social programa. 9-4
the start of the new fiscal year
The state transportation agency
Thursday provided a final In Vermont announced 30 people
deadline for many.
,will be laid off next week; the
An Associated Press sampling legal aid program will be cut by 25
found people being affected in -percent and 12 lawyers will have

cereirr

)• 0

ing lunch prices by 15 cents to 20
to go.
cents. Ten of the state's 72 ComState officials said that in the
munity Action Programs are gopast they were successful in
ing out of business, and 1,500
finding jobs for CETA workers
families will stop getting help
whose positions were phased out;
under the Aid to Dependent
80 percent either got new jobs,
Children program.
joined the armed services or
entered employment training pro"Just wait until we see little
grams. But Jeanne Van Vlandren,
children that don't have the
director of employment and trainmoney to buy these lunches,"
ing for Vermont, said the success
warned W C Pulliam, superintenwon't last. "It's one thing to find
dent of schools in Oklahoma's
jobs for 10 people a day. Finding
Coal County.
them for 1,000 people is something
else again."
Officials in Washington state
Vermont welfare officials said
predicted the crunch will coon2,500 people now receiving food
gradually. "Things will be dff-'
stamps will be cut off by new
Bcult throughout the month gas
eligibility requirements - the
people apply and we deal with the
maximum annual inceme a fami- changes and people find they
ly of four can have and still get aren't eligible," said Bob Utter in
food stamps dropped from $14,000 the welfare office in Olympia.
to $11,000.
"There could be some unhappy
In Oklahoma, schools are rain- folks."

Echoes

• ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the .free
exchange of differing.opinioni.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
Ho" mated articles to only those
whirh parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
• Therefore, we encourage reader,
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual- 'writer in a column. or
other article, to respond with their
Feelings on the particular issues
beinkisliscipsed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on thiF page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
tonic might be.
-

By Judy Maupin

Reader Requests Information
This week I had a very nice letter from Frances Williams Pennington, 4922 Valkeith, Houston,
Texas 77096. She wants some help
in tracing her family, so I am going to include her letter in hopes
that there is someone who will
want to share information with
her.
'I have so enjoyed your articles
on genealogy in Calloway County
that I have read in the paper when
I was -visiting my daughter, Ann
McKeel in Murray. Since I have
only seen two or three articles, I
am wondering (1) if they have
been published, and (2) if you
have written about any of the
families I anq researching, that I
might obtain &pies of.
"My grandmother, Laura Ann
Eliza Utterback Bell, was born in
Murray in 1859, and her Calloway
ancestors include: Robert
Caldwell Utterback, son of Harrison Peyton Utterback and
Rachel Ozier Caldwell, daughter
of Robert Caldwell and Permelia
Mclean, daughter of Andrew
Meloan and Rachel Ozier.
"Sarah Ann McKnight,
daughter of James M. McKnight
and Martha Ann Eliza Coleman,
daughter of Garland Lee Coleman
and wife,Sally Hight.
"I am also interested in the
ancestors of my son-in-law, as I
didn't want my grandchildren to
have a one-sided genealogy. Most
of his people have lived in Marshall County and the part of
Calloway that became Marshall.
They include: the McKeels and
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Carraways; his great grandfather
was John William Carraway who
married Arnansas Anna Wicker,
daughter of Coleman Wicker, who
was one of the first people to come
to Calloway from North Carolina
in the early 1820's. John W. Carraway's parents were William S.
and Martha Glover Carraway.
"And the Yorks: Avus Clyde
York, Robert Lee York, Isaac
York, John York. The Darnalls:
Sarah Mariah Darnall, Jacob
Henry Darnall, Absolum Darnall,
Nocholas Darnall,Henry Darnall.
"Robert Lee York,son of Pietta
Parilee Rose York, daughter of
Robert Rose and wife: Mary (Polly) Darnall, and the same Henry
Darnall as above. He was one of
the first people in CallowayMarshall Counties. There is a
historical marker on the courthouse square in Benton shod
him. His wife was Jane Henson,
daughter of Jesse Henson and wife
Mary Goodbread.
"Starks-Inman. Jacob Henry
Darnall's wife was Elmira Jane
Starks,daughter of John H.Starks
and his wife, hiariah Inman,
daughter of Benjamin Inman and
wife,Jane Alexander.
"I have vital statistics about
these people and some of their
ancestors if you or any other
descendants you know of woulit be
interested. I would also greatly
appreciate any other information
or articles you have written about
any of them that I might have
copies of.
'I plan to be in Murray the first
two weeks of November if you
have any interest in seeing my
charts or any other information I
have."
If there are readers who have
any related family information,
please contact Mrs. Pennington,
or her daughter Ann McXeel,1500
Henry Street.
At king last, the Calloway County Cemetery book is finished and
back from the printers. I haven't
finalized arrangements for
distribution, but will have an article in a future ism of the Ledger,
Outlining how those who have
ordered:-AA,L. Wei pick them up.
At pi v...41?: since I am at work
during the day, there is no convenient pick-up point, but I will have
arranged for one by next week.
Thank yes all for your patience in
waiting win to get your copy.

•

•
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Wbatkidetdely adtlama
row be? To OW est *int
sines say, reed the fireellii
Owlet's.year birth Sits.
ARMS
(Mir.21 to Apr.19) 11/11A
You'll have fan traveling or
socializing with others. Take
the initiative in romance.
You'll receive some good advice aboutfinances.
TAURUS
(Apr.20to May 10)
Make plans for domestic improvements. You're able to
raise financial backing for important projects. Relationshipsflourbt.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) lige
'.
Partnership affairs are Nippily emphesized. Local travel
will be pleasant. Work on new
creative projects should go
well.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 0
0
You'll find new ways to increase income. Intuitive hunches pay off. You'll want to
socialize with a friendly group
from the office.
LEO
(July 23t0 Aug.22)
You're in an adventurous
mood and will meet with
romance and good times. •
Family get-togethers are
favored toward nightfall.
VIRGO.
until
(Aug.23toSept.72)
Catching up with odd chores
around the house should keep
you busy. Visits with relatives
are also favored. Expect pleasant news.
1LDIRA
(Sept.23to Oct.22) ID--rIL
You're busy gadding about,
visiting with friends and doing
odd errands. Creative types
are inspired. Expect good
financial news.
SCORPIO
(Oct 23to Nov.21) nt'etC.
You're charged with ambition and will meet with financial and cafeer opportunities.
Spruce up your wardrobe. You
may receive a gift. _
sAGrrrAzius
- wriop
(Nov.22to Dec.21)
Self-confidence paves the
wiry to succeeds. Your personality attracts admiration.
Travel, socializing and
romance are favored.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22to Jan.19) V
A quiet but happy day is in
store for you. Friends confide
In you. Trust your intutition,
especially regarding career
interests.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
Accept an invitation to an
unusual get-together. You'll
meet interesting People and
some of than will prove
helpful to your career.
FISCUS
(Feb.19to Mar.20)
Involve yourself in corn=nifty affairs. Social success
comes your way now. You'll
meet with an opportunity to
further your ambitions.
YOU BORN TODAY are
creative and practicaL You're
often drawn to businesses
allied to the arts. You'd make
a good theatrical producer or
owner of a boutique. Real
estate, landscape architecture, interior design and
building may appeal to you.
You're experimental in youe
approach to career,but should
avoid a tendency to be expedient Be innovative and you
will find success in music,
sculpture, Mm, teaching and
art. Birthdate of: Buster
Keaton, comedian; Poncho
Villa, Mexican rebel; and
Charltai Heston,actor..

9-volt Battery Included

r Reg.5.57
Colentol
Shirts le
Flannel
Solt
Milhous Plaids
worm cottailored shirt in
BOSiC
of fall
range
in a
flannel
ton
plaids. Save.

11

For

1124a

Misses' Nylon Panty Hose

-Has electronic horn, test button and flashing
LED. to tell you battery is connected and is
receiving power. Shop and save at K mart

Sheer panty hose with nu0e heel or reinforced
panty hose Both with run resittant toe Suhtone
or mist-tone. S/M.MT/T Save now at K moo

Kodak'Instant Color
Film
Use with Kodak'
instant
Cameras. 10
exposures.

SLIDE AND
MOVIE
PROCESSING

ciir.Arr,?
y

Process 20-exp.
Slide or
SMM Moyle Film
For

Process 36-exp.
Slide Film

Our Reg 3.97

2pc%

Inquire about
our "on time"
Service

Pampers'Diapers
Choose 48 toddler-size

at your K mart
camera dept.

2.97.,

Standard Sleep Pillow
Acetate cover
polyester fill

12 Terry Washcloths
Bundle of 11x11-in cotton/polyester cloths

Sold In
Spotting
Goods
DePt•

4.88

)(

Glade

:t00% sq-•
o•oto, t oo"'
o
st.,•,,
• •

741'
F ki•Of f N.44

Sale Price
Sizes 4-14
Sale Priced From

9-01.• WD-40
.Lubricant
Stops squeaks. protects
rfletal, loosens rust more

Glade Air Freshener
Lovely scents to freshen
our home 7-oz aerosol

QUALITY PARTS AND SERVICE
SPECIALS THRU SATURDAY
y
.1 COMPLETE IXHAUST
SYSTEMS AVAILABLE

Sale

State Police Officers
marked 51 automobiles
during their vehicle identification program Thursday morning.
According lo KSP informatioir Offitar
Richard Wright "really it
wasa good turnout.'
Officers were in the
parking lot of Roy
Stewart Stadium from
a.m.. until noon Thursday to mark the windows
of local residents'cars.
The marking Makes it
much more dt1cult for a
thief to sell a— stolen
automobile. According to
Wright, he will have to
buy all new glass for the
car before he can sell it.
"Hopefully, that will
deter him from stealing
the car in the first place,"
he said. -

•

SaliPrice

vosi

State Police
Mark 51 Cars
In Program

Our Reg.68C Eoth

Wake'N Warne 11 Smoke Detector'

CEO

Installod
With Ixchango

30.00
34.00
37.00
38.00
•
Sqld fl
AutomoiT••
OePt

LEM

acurrrigEs

IMEEIIMM
1:11I3
ELM
11110••••Orl•
•S NI 1.My Sleekoall

Front-end
Alignment
Sale:..1 OAS
Mon.-Sot.

Many O.S. Cars..
_
.
Mounting Included

1,o...1 3 ito.o• P.**
Lomthrd

7 Day
Sale

4th
4th Moth
Pr••••• A dw.1•••••••••

Mew f••••.,

"Our Bost"
4-p1y Blackwalls
Our Reg. 32.88
•'6.00x12
Heavy-du

2FOR$48

Plus F.E.T. .1 .39 Eac

Muffler Installed
Mony US cars
- Sookt
,10-vielcie
systems excluded
Atioitionoi Doris Or Wrote&

• Truck and Von
CoZhierilk7e..as
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MHS Evens Record, 3-3

Tigers Defuse Bombers,35-6
2-4 overall and 2-1 in
district play.
With Russellville
knocking off Greenville,
27-0, Thursday night, only
MHS and Russellville (42, 1-0) are undefeated in

the conference standings.
Russellville, the defenThe Tigers have only ding Class A state
Greenville (at home Oct. champs, have yet to
WICKLIFF'E, Ky. — A
16) and Russellville (on travel to Fulton City
100-yard interception
the road Oct. 30) remain- (Oct. 8) and Ballard
ing on their district Memorial (Oct. 16)
return, two Randy Halley
before hosting Murray
schedule.
five
touchdown runs and
and then Fulton County
(Nov.6).
The road ahead for the
Tigers is anything but
easy, yet after games like
Friday night, it'll be hard
convincing the MHS opponents that the Tigers
are anything but bonifide
district contenders.
Neither team could
muster a point in the first
quarter at BAG'S last
night, but when MIS
ROSEMONT, Ill.
decided
it was time, the
(AP) — James "Quick"
Bombers took a doubleTillis, who calls himself,
YOU'RE NEXT — Murray High's Kritt Allbritten
shot to the chin.
"a real, live fightin'
(87) and Trevor Mathis (72) are pointing ahead to
cowboy," and Mustafa
MHS was driving when Greenville and Russellville as the next district vicHarnsho, a Syrian who
—Staff photo by Jim Rector
the quarter ended and tims for the Tigers.
Jumped ship eight years
quarterback David McHe scampered to the left,
ago to live in the United
Cuiston -had just nailed row in three games.
Defensive back Ken picked up a pair of
States, fight tonight for
Jon Billington with a 24world titles.
yard pass that carried the Murphy threw Ballard blockers, cut back inside
"Ain't no tougher than
'tigers to the Ballard 23 Memorial's Roy Dunning off Reed's block on Denfor a five yard loss in the ton and was home free for
roping a 2,000-pound
yard line.
steer," This, a 24-year
Five plays into the se- next series setting up a six. The ensuing Denham
old native of Tulsa,
cond period senior runn- passing situation for the kick gave hl:HS an InsurOkla., said Friday of his
ing bad—RiMdy Halley Bombers. Tiger safety mountable, 21-0;
challenge of Mike
scored the first of his two Stephon Reed read Dunn- vantage at the half and
Weaver for the World
touchdowns of the night ing's intentions and step- John Hina's Tigers could
Boxing Association
on a four-yard burst. ped in front of the intend- safely envision a victory
heavyweight chamDavid Denham kicked ed receiver for the firstif ride home.
The Bombers couldn't
pionship, a title Weaver
the first of his five con- four MHS interceptions.
BMA'S HITMEN — A referee says"no penalty" after two Tiger bruisers - Ken Murphy(23)and Jeff Cart- secutive extra points for
Reed's 35-yard runback overcome the first half
is a 6-1 favorite to keep.
wright(83)-smear a Ballard Memorial offensive player In Friday's 35-6 Murray High School win.
the night and stretched set up the second Tiger blues and after a brief
The two bouts will be
Rector
by
Jim
photo
Staff
his season mark to 12 in a touchdown,a 26-yard toss series punted to the
held in the 19,000-seat
from a scrambling Mc- Tigers with 10;37 showHorizon Arena in this
Cuiston to Tom Sc.hwett- ing in the third quarter.
Chicago suburb and will
man with 8:13 remaining Two running plays, a 24be televised live by
in the second quarter.
yard McCuiston pass and
Home Box Office, a
On the next Bomber a 13-yard run later and
cable company, beginnseries a new quarter- fullback Craig Crawford
ing at 9 p.m. EDT. The
back, Kreg Denton,found was crossing the Ballard
middleweight fight will
an undesireable target in line for the fourth MHS
be held first.
PORTLAND, Ore. series, being held in
MHS' Ken Murphy, who TD.
returned his interception
(AP) — With three mat- Buenos Aires. A U.S.Halley added a six-yard
to the Bomber 10 where run for the fifth Tiger
ches left and John Argentina final woidd
he stepped out of bounds. touchdown coming at the
McEnroe scheduled to be held at a site yet tabs
Reed fumbled on the 2:34 mark in the third
play in two of them, the determined in Vie:
Tigers' drive to the goal period and Kevin
United States has a United State,.
McEnroe, the topand tackle Frank Russell Wildharber finally put
commanding 2-0 lead
recovered for Ballard to the hometowners on the
over Australia in the ranked player in the
thwart the MHS threat. board midway through
semifinals of the Davis world and champion at
Russell also recovered a the final quarter on a
Murray State narrowly Cup tennis Wimbledon and the U.S.
Open; was at the top of
McCuiston fumble on the seven-yard run. The exedged visiting Southern championships.
his game against
Tigers'next possession.
tra point kick was partialIllinois University, 27-20,
A victory by McEnroe
With :17 left in the first ly blocked and fell unsucin the Racers' first home and teammate Peter Edmondson, who is 55th
half, the Bombers went to cessful.
cross country meet of the Fleming in today's in the wogld ratings.
McEnroe broke ,g,47
the shotgun formation
season.
10313-BMIS Game Sluts
doubles match would
and advanced to the hoz
Sopnomore sensation clinch a spot in the final mondson's service on
Z
0 21 14
0 6 6
and
opportunity
first
the
on
Denton
Tiger 31
Chris Bunyan set a new series for the U.S. team.
never was in serious
aerials. Only :02 showed Scoring Plays
course record for MSU
16:3S) Randy Halley, 4on the clock when Denton (Second Quarter
McEnroe and Flem- trouble.
when he broke the tape at
rya David Denim kick.
Tanner appeared
drifted back and lofted a ydSecond
23:43 for first place ing are the top-ranked
quarter, 113) Tom Schwettman
Hail Mary rocket to the 26-yd. pro tram David MeColabm.Denham
overall. Teammate Gary doubles team in the headed for a sweep
kick
ADIOS AMIGOS — Ken Murphy bids farewell to the Bomber's hopes as he
Tiger goal line.
Ribbons placed second world. The Australian against McNamara
(Seized querter,:33) Mark Boum VW
Daiwa kiek.
Defensive back Mark yard interceptios rears,
and fourth also went to a pair of Peter after winning the first returns this interception to the Ballard Memorial 10 yard line. Murphy scored on
(Third quarter, 8:2111) Pit Crawford,
the
,But
sets.
Boggess
had
all
day
to
Racer when Eddie Wed- McNamara and Phil two
13-yarti rm. Denham inch,
the play, but the points were nullified because he stepped out of bounds.
rm.
( Third quarter, 2:30) Haley,
wait for it and when he
derburn clocked in at Dent have played Australian, -14th in
Denham tick
rankings,
Jim
Rector
Staff
photo
by
world
picked it off his feet were (Forth quarter, :31i MED • Kevin
23:50 on the five-mile together only once.
straddling the end line. It/Whetter 7-yard rm.Rick blocked.
The Australians' regrouped to win the
course around Murray
Country Club.
chances for an upset next two.
In the fifth set,
SIU ontered the meet over the favored
ranked No. 11 in the na- Americans faded when McNamara broke Tantion.
Roscue Tanner downed ner's service in the first
Mike Keane was the McNamara 6-4, 6-4, 4-6, game and appeared
fastest SIUrunner, 3-6, 6-2 in a three-hour, headed for a victory
finishing third with a 23- five-set Inarathon that would knot the
• Friday.
series.
By The Associated Press games in the division
43 mark
Tanner, who had 19
Next weekend MSU
"Obviously, that was
For the last two race.
"We've got to get
travels to the Indiana In- a match we wanted to aces in the match, broke weeks, the Buffalo Bills
vitational at Bloom- win," McNamara said. McNamara's service have been grounded. On back on the wave," said
"With McEnroe playing without giving up a Sunday, they'll attempt Bills guard Conrad
ington.
in two more matches, point in the second to get things headed in Dobler. "We just have
it's difficult to catch him game and went on to win the right direction again to get back on that surfeasily.
on an off day."
at home against the board and ride it all the
way to the beach. We
Tanner, eighth in the Baltimore Colts.
McEnroe certainly
were
on there once this
Calloway County High didn't have an off-day latest world rankings,
The Colts might be the
School football coach Friday, coasting to a 6- said Arthur Ashe, right National Football year but we got knocked
Sam Harp will be show- 3, 6-4, 6-2 victory over captain of the U.S. League opponent for the off."
If the 1-3 Colts hope to
ing films of the CCHS vs Mark Edmondson in the team, told him to loosen defending AFC East
South Fulton (Tenn.) first match of the series. up and blast away with champion Bills. In the knock off the Bills this
game Monday at 7 p.m.in
Argentina has a 2-0 his notorious rocket second game of the week, they'll need a
the CCHS library. The lead over Great Britain serve after the first season, Buffalo bombed stingier defense than
public is invited.
they've displayed thus
in the other semifinal. game of the last set.
Baltimore 35-3.
Since then, however, far. The Colts have
the Bills have been surrendered 122 points
upset by Philadelphia in four games,the worst
and Cincinnati and they defensive record in the
trail the unbeaten league.
The Bills might be
Miami Dolphins by two
COUPON
able to reestablish their
game
against
running
Baltimore. After
Overlooking Beautiful Ky. Lake
rushing for 182 yards
against the Jets and 169
vs. the Colts, the Bills
Murray State's junior managed only 90 yards
varsity football., squad against the Eagles and
will initiate its season 102 against the Bengals.
when team travels to
"We've had the holes
Nashville for a 2 p.m. to get them (the backs)
Friday , Saturday Sunday
gaille with Vanderbilt.
J.v the line of
Oct. 4
Oct. 3
Oct.2
The Commodores will sciiinmage," claimed"
host the Racers at Dudley..,.e^r_ter Will-Grant. "But
Staea,then return the the safeties have been •
Includes 4Pieces Chicken, favor by visiting Stewart making the tackles.
Reg
Broasted Potatoes,Cole Slaw,
Stadium Oct. 19.
When they get W the
MSU's JV squad also _lbw, our job is done.
.Rolls, Honey &Bufter
Orders Only
has a pair of games They've got to get
......Nedeled with Ft. Camp- through the secondary
bell at Ft. Campbell, Nov. themselves.
Located in Cypress Springs Resort
1, and at Stewart
"But we'll get one
Stadium, Nov. 14.
loose one of these days."
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

more consecutive extra
points by kicker David
Denham spelled a 354
Homecoming disaster for
Ballard Memorial when
Murray High carne to
town Friday night.

After the first half the
Bombers were never in
the game as MHS claimed its third straight
district win and evened
its overall mark at 3-3.
Ballard Memorial fell to

Cowboy,
Runaway
Fight
Tonight

McEnroe Gives
Team Confidence

MSU Edges
SIU Cross
Country

'Grounded' Bills Woad
For Colt Turnaround

Amoco Car Wash
Bring this Coupon
when you Fill-up
with full-service
quality Ammo gas
Et receive a
• Car Wash FREE

Film Shown

Bring thTe Family

CYPRESS SPRINGS RESTAURANT

Commodores
Host Racers

SPECIAL

Briasted Chicken Dinner

r

15

502-436-5496

4

FREE CAR WASH
•

WITH
FILL-UP

---Amoco-Car-Wash
—

1102 Chestnut -

4111C,••
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If Astros Make
Playoffs - Don
Sutton Won't

Laken,Alias 'Wolves,' Skin SFHS
By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer

after the game that he
had not anticipated the

seemed to lift the Laker

Garrison blocked the expoint. Howernir, ft

defense, as they sacked
quarterback Bruce

tra

pass Irvin Quarterback
Tien Brown to split end

rays taken today to deter nune the extent of injurs

Craig Darnell Hargrove to his ankle Paschall sufwasn't lang before the
strength of the opponent,
It was an exercise in
Grooms twice, forcing added the point after to fered a bruised
visitors ware on the move
whose defense "stuck us
determination.
shoulder but should
South Fulton to punt. The put the lAkers 011 top 74.
again, as they recovered
as hard as any team ever
The Calloway County did."
By The Associated PriWk __victory over New York
In the third quarter. return next week. Harp
Calloway defense led by
a Calloway fumble and
If the Houston Agnes while second-place St. football team fought
defensive tackle Don Hargrove had Pus biggest said
moved dovrnheld on three
The coach said his staff
The Lakers second
make the National Louis was being beaten through injuries and had only scouted the first downs.
Hargrove, had nine sacks sack of the rught, droppLeague's mini-playoffs, 8-7 by Pittsburgh. The aune from behind with team once, and that was
ing Grooms in his own defensive score was set
In an effort to stop
on the niight.
as they are almost cer- Expos lead,--by--1-16- two touchdowns and a ASS week during
up by Randy Dawson's
With the Workman- end zone for two points.
IN- .South Fulton'a momenpair of safeties to score a team's only loss.
punt, which
tain to do this weekend, games.
pin-point
tum,Harp sent in Tammy
Garrison tschdern in the
South Fulton threatenup South Fulton to
backed
they'll have to play
In other action, convincing 18-6 win Frioffensive
backfield,
Workman,
who
did
not
South Fulton seorad
ed again later in the
without the services of Philadelphia defeated day night over visiting early in the first quarter start the game because of Calloway executed a quarter, marching down their own 4-yard line
Tenn.
their hottest pitcher in Chicago 9-7. Rain wash- South Fulton,
drive which culminated
on a 25-yard screen play, a bruised whines Weldon.
the field and knocking After stopping the -opponent three times. Garthe second-half race - ed out the San Diegoin a 10-yard touchdown
Workman's presence
Coach Sam Harp said but Laker linebacker Jeff
two Lakers out of the
reson rushed in and blockSan Francisco game.
Bon Sutton.
game in the process.
a kick back into the
Reuss, 10-4, fired a
The Astros not only
Linebacker Kirk Starks ed
of the punter, who
hands
lost a 6-1 decision to the four-hitter, walked one
and defensive back Darswarmed by six
was
Los Angeles Dodgers and struck out three and
inren Paschall were
in the.
Friday night, but, also Rick Monday and Pedro
jured on consecutive Laker defenders
lone.
end
lost Sutton's services for Guerrero hit runplays as South Fulton
Calloway took the ensuthe rest of the season scoring doubles as the
moved inside the Laker
ing free kick down the
when the valuable right- Dodgers beat the Astros
30.
hander suffered a frac- for the 10th time in the
However, the in- field on a four-play dnve
which was capped off by
tured right kneecap as last 11 games at Dodger
juries only motivated the
Workman. The slightly
the result of being hit tfy Stadium. Monday
the
of
remainder
hobbled senior fullback
a pitch from Jerry delivered his RBI doudefense, as Timbo Pittbroke four tackles on his
Reuss.
ble in the second off
man knifed in from his
way to a 20-yard iaunt inSince the end of the Sutton, 11-9, and Guerdefensive tackle position
to the endsone. Hargrove
baseball strike, Sutton rero doubled home a run
to stop a South VWton
added the conversion.
had been Houston's in the sixth.
halfback behind the line
making the final 184.
most effective pitcher
of scrimmage. The play
Expos 3, Meta 0
The [Akers 2-0 district
with a 7-1 record and
was followed by two
Sieve Rogers pitched
record puts them on top
1.68 earned run average
sacks, and Calloway took
a two-hitter, facing only
In the district race by virbefore Friday night.
possession.
tue of Lone Oak's Friday
Thanks to Cincinnati's one over the minimum
Harp later had high
night win over Reidland
11-5 loss to Atlanta Fri- number of batters, and
praise for the defensive
must win Friand
Warren
Calloway
Cromartie
Astros
day night, the
stand, and said the whole
day at Reidland to avoid
need lust one more vic- Andre Dawson both
Learn "played like a wolf
a tie-breaker to detertory or a Cincinnati loss homered to lead Mon•
tonight."
mine the district winner.
in the two days left in treal over New York.
"When you shoot a
Kickoff time is 7:30
Rogers, who allowed
the season to clinch the
wolf, you'd better make
p.m
second-half title and a only singles in the first
turp you kill him the first
ICONS
berth in the playoffs for and seventh innings,
time," Harp said.
the West Division title, walked one and struck
Omar
prs
likjhilli
•
den ar s1gViM
--j
"Because if you don't
. aid austarei Caney Casty ami
which start Tuesday out nine as he improved
it, you'd better watch out, Dread on
Ybollnious
tram
mie
THAT'S USING YOUR HEAD-An unidentified Laker defender isn't about to give any ground to this South
his record to 12-87
night.
mason Collirdl Color/ "
because he'll come back
I)
nes.middy
• Somme III arta
Cromartie's homer, Fulton halfback in Friday night's 18-6 victory. Rodney Hounahell )69), Timbo Pittman (75), Don Hargrove meaner.Meanwhile, the MonSakty
Como.
Calvary
Memerthr
Staff photo by John Salerno
treal Expos moved a his sixth of the year, (80)and Kevin Kemell(56) pursue the play.
gestion Calloway Camp Tammy
Harp said Stark -- one
11/arklais ellslut rea.
step closer to the came with one out in the
of the team's leading
1 e 3 1 is
Wow,Gusty
second-half NL East third off Mets right1.1. I
Sara him
tacklers - will have xchampionship with a 3-0 hander Pat Zachry,7-14.

Old Habits Return And
, Grant Brewers Hope
For..First Playoff Berth

;By The Associated Press two-run homer in the seMoose Haas found his cond inning. Ogilvie,
1978 fastball and Ben who tied for the AL
Ogilvie found his 1980 home run championship
home run swing. The last year with 41, has hit
combination put the only 14 in this strikeMilwaukee Brewers just shortened season.
In other AL games,
one victory away Worn
clinching their first New York blanked
Baltimore 9-0, Minpostseason berth.

RISING HOPES - Laker quarterback Tim
Brown(16) blasts off after the South Fulton (Term.)
team became a loser at Laker Stadium.
Staff photo by John Salerno.

"Moose was like the
Moose of 1978, like the
day he struck out 14
New York Yankees in
the start before he hurt
his arm," said Brewers
General Manager Harry
Dalton. "He had that
kind of command."
Milwaukee's victory
gave it a 11
2-game lead
/
over Detroit with only
two more games to go.
And Boston's 11-4 defeat
by Cleveland eliminated
the Red Sox from the
American League East
race.
While Haas was
holding the Detroit hitters at bay, Ogilvie
fou..d the range with a

the Red Sox felt they
had proven their mettle.
Pat

Kelly

drew

a

bases-loaded walk in the
seventh inning to give
Cleveland a 5-4 lead,
and climaxed a six-run
eighth

with

inning

a

three-run double.
Miguel Dilone had four

nta edged Chicago 32, Kansas City shut out

singles for the Indians

Oakland 3-0, Seattle
stopped Toronto 8-3 and
Texas outlasted California 8-6 in 10 innings.
Haas, 11-7, scattered
five Detroit hits and
struck out eight.

32-3 innings of scoreless

Manager

Sparky

Anderson, whose
Detroit team needs to
win both of the final two
games in Milwaukee to

capture the division title, said the rest of the
series will show what
his Tigers are made of.

and Dan Spinner hurled
relief to even his record
4 -4 . Dennis

at

Eckersley, 9-8, suffered
the defeat.
Royals 3, A's0
Dennis

Leonard, 13-

11, out Fred Stanley and
Rickey Henderson after
Dave McKay had doubled in the third. Then he
struck out Jim Spencer
with

Dwayne

Murphy

camped at third in the
fourth as

Kansas

2 games,
1
the A's by 2/
can capture the AL West

to an end

"Second Season" with
one more victory.

SCOREBOARD

Big

$

$50,00000
Used Bike
Sale
We've sold so many New Honda's during the 81 season that we
have over $50,000 worth of trade
ins that must be sold to make
room for the 82 models coming
in.
'Many of these are 80 and 81
models with very low mileage

Watch This Paper
For Details-Both
In Display & Classified
Section
Sole is now in progress
at:

.

Overby
Honda
So.4th - 753-4092

High Sch-ciol
Football Scores
Bourbon Co. St, Harrison Co.17(lYT)
Bowling Green S.Owenaboro GateI
Franklin Co. 14, Montgomery Ca.I
Harlan 34, Pineville 0
Lincoln Co. 43, Estill Ca. 14
Madison Central 21.Scan Co. 14
Marion Co.6, North Hardin 0
Pakten& 19, Johnson Central
Ramenviller, Greenville
Shelby Co. N,Frankfort Western Hills 0
Taylor Co 42, Compbelknille
Warren East 33,-Allen Co
Woodford Co. 30, Jessamine Co 7
Friday Games
Adair Co. 3/I, Garnalid X ,
Ashland to. Huntington Fast.
Barbourville, N' Vs. 21,Boyd Cu
Bardstown 14, Balla Cent.I
Barren Co. 21, Ohao Co.
Bath Co. 31, Ndar Co.14
Beecbwood 21, Coe Sun U
Bell Co. 13M.0 Napier 7
Berra ti, Mercer Co.$
Boyle Co 35, Wayne Co. 19
Breathittkes. 42,al,'Co.0
Calloway Ca I& South Piton,Tenn.I
Campbell Co. X,Bellevue x
Cawood 47. Lone Jack II
Connor 27, Simon Keaton
Co.. Catholic 23 Dime Heights 311
Coy Holmes 31. Boone Co 13
Camberiand X,Evart'X
Dowse Co n. Moon Co 7
Elitabethlown 13, Etreckinndge01,11
Fort Campbell 31, Franklin-Simpao13
Fort Knox 111, Hopirsville
Fort Thomas illgfdando Lk Needed 14
Garrard Co 31. ftuanell Co.
Glasgow Si, Tompidnarrils1
Gleason, Tenn 37,Fain Co.1
Grayson Cs. n.assmoice.s
Henderson Ca$t011aWbon
him Creek X,WWII
Ky. Casty Day X.Thadde CA
Laurel G.IL Lam Brym Station 14
Lathe Co. 34,1Cnod Co. 14
I.Herry Clay X,poloville
Len. Tates Creek lb. Mirk Cal
Lewis Co 19. Lawrence Co. 11
Lane Oak H. Haideml
Loa. *diarist 23, Lau Ware I
Len Bader n.law Vane'7
lou flea* 21. Loa.raid* U
Lae Eager* 14. tam Woman 1
Las Mali 311, Low Bollanl 14(OT
LON. Mammal X.Loa Iroguati I
Lea PX Ridge Perk 44,10a Wanner.
lag Mt Xavier 33, Ise Fern Creek a
lao. Seneca 14, Las. Core' ,&•.
, Owensboro Apra" 14
Loa Trty 11. Jeffers:atom 11
Lads.47. Cin Landmark 4
Ikimin Ca X. Butler Ca ta
Madearviar 43, caktreo Co 14
Marshall C4 34. Warren Cent IS

limn Co. 17,fiery Ca. 13
Mayfield 7. Paducah TUghmam
Meade Co. X,Oldham Co X
lietcaue le,,MAIterl Co..
Middkohoso Whitely Ca
Murray X,Bollardlama
Helm Co.21,liame Ca.2
Newport Catholic 14, &Unger Lloyd 4
011 Saari Academy. Tem. 17,Pam I
Owen Ca 41,Eminence I
Paris 34, Harrodsterg
Pikeville 47, Hoard 14
Prestonsburg X.BeirT X
Providence,lot 27,CarrollCa•
Remised n,sarcasm 14
Rockcantle Co. 41,Casey Cal
Rowan Co. 35, Flsonag Ca
Fiord!21,flootiogku, W.Va.X
Somerset X,North Bunt 14
'Ma Os X,Oillesthe Ca 4
Vials*,Mora City 12
Wedded,Cs.IL Asthma Co 1
Sable Co.I,Todd Oak
Wert lien& n.CoonsI 11/bitesborg SI,Pluning-Neen I
1R1harnabur5$, Koos Centre' la icrvi
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Staff photo by John Salerno

downed Oakland.
The Royals, who lead

Boston's slim playoff

hopes came

a

City

Indians 11, Red Sox 4

against Cleveland, but

Calloway County's Timbo Pittman (75) Carefilthell
players in Friday's contest at CCHS.
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9 Oz. Kansas City Strip

5.49

with solod bor

80z.Sizzlin Sirloin

439

with salad bor
All Dinners Include Fries or
Baked Potato, Texas, Toast and AN
You Co.tot Solo/ Nor sod Soap
5,Cjyo
44

RefiNs
oa Coffee
T..-Seht Drinks
Open
Saa.-Tlases.11.9
11 Sat 11-10
MU CONES'Olt KIDS ADULTS 1O

I
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Fins & Foulke

There's little wonder how the whitewing dove got
its name. Each September millions of the birds fly
into northeastrn Mexico to feed in the grain fields.
Hunters gather to sample some of the best-wingshooting on the continent.
(Photo by Wade Bourne)
From the road on the
ridge the valley looked
like a huge, dark dish,
nestled quietly between
the mesquite trees and
cactus. Across the valley
the Mexican sunset told
the end of another hot
day, another .grain of
sand in the timer that
runs slowly below the Rio
Grande. I sensed that
things don't change much
here.
Down in the fields I
could see a slow-moving
column of dust, one of the
trucks in our party hurrying to catch up with the
convoy back to town. But
I could imagine it to be
old Pancho Villa himself,
bumping along in his ancient roadster, La
Cucaracha, to minister
his form of justice to
another village in this
state of Tamaulipas. Indeed, Chico Garza's
grandfather had served
as an ammunition bearer
for Villa's army ferrying
his dangerous cargo
over the mountains via
burro. The old man still
lives at 92 years, and he
entertains the Garza
grandchildren with tales
of his revolutionary exploits.
I had come to Mexico to
hunt whitewing doves,

and Chico Garza was my
guide. I should say "our"
guide, since our party
numbered 20, men mostly
in the oil industry from
Houston, Texas. My
brother Joe is a propane
broker there, and he'd
called two months earlier
with an invitation to join
the group. They go each
September to experience
one of the grand traditions and great
challenges in the world of
wingshooting.
The whitewing dove is
similar to our mourning
dove, except it's larger
faster, and as the name
indicates, sports a white
border across the leading
edge of each wing. The
whitewing nests in lower
Mexico and central
America. Each summer
it migrates into northern
Mexico and southern
Texas, and hunters collect from all over the
country to pit their skills
against the bird's flying
antics..
But agribusiness is taking its toll. The birds once
thronged into Texas. Tod a y , however, the
bulldozers are clearing
away the mesquite trees
to make more fields in the
Rio Grande valley. The
doves' roosting sites have

Munson said shotgun
largely been destroyed,
and now the big concen- shells are tightly controlltrations don't make it into ed by the Mexican
the U.S. Lone Star authorities, and they're
hunters have a four-day too expensive for the
whitewing season, only a average laborer to buy.
pittance of the great Hence, almost all
shooting below the border
shooting of 30 years ago.
That's why we were is done by visiting
hunting in Mexico and Americans. "The hunting
why we hired Chico Gar- season represents an imza to lead us. Chico is a portant economic
full-time outfitter, a stimulus to this area.
Mexican-American who There's a lot of
makes his living arrang- unemployment, and most
ing dove, quail and deer of the bird boys are day
hunting and bass fishing workers in agriculture.
for American clients. He This time of year field
lives in Mission, jobs are scarce, and
Texas, near the border they're glad to earn $5 for
town of McAllen, and he an afternoon of picking
'maintains close contact up doves."
At the border the
with local Mexican
government officials. authorities found our
Before we arrived in paperwork in order, and
McAllen, Chico had pur- we passed into Mexico
chased our Mexican hun- with no hitches. Going
ting licenses and secured through that bridged
our gun permits. He had checkpost was like turnalso settled on a location ing back the history book.
for our hunt, a huge The town of Reynosa had
maize field (similar to narrow streets and jams
our milo) approximately of older American cars.
30 miles south of Communist hammers
McAllen's river-the- and sickles on brick walls
border twin oity, made me feel uncomfortable, but Chuck Munson
Reynosa.
Our schedule called for said that Catholicism' is
three afternoons in the strong here and an effecfield. We'd stay in tive deterrent to revoluMcAllen, rendezvous tionary fervor.
Outside Reynosa our
with Chico at 1 p.m. each
daj, and convoy across convoy turned straight
the border and through south on the Victoria
Reynosa to our hunting highway. The counsite. Chico maintains an tryside was flat as a door,
ongoing company of dove and here too we could see
scouts and leases in nor- evidence of wholesale
theastern Mexico, and he clearing of mesquite
makes it his business to forests for new fields and
provide shooting with a crops needed for Mexconsistently high quality. ico's rapidly growing
I was sweating by the population. The nation's
time the truck lineup took emergence as an oil
shape. I'd left cool fall power has meant petrotemperatures in Ken- finances for the finest
tucky, but here the noon farm equipment. Millions
sun broiled the flat coun- of acres have been deedtryside at95 degrees. The ed to common workers,
humidity approached the and the farm equipment
is made available
same figure.
As we waited for the through low interest
other hunters in Chico's loans. The effort is imparty, Chuck Munson,thilriMressive.
It's also hurting the
driver of our van, caught
me up on a few details of dove guiding business, as
the hunt. "At the field Chico Garza lamented.
there'll be several The clearing in northern
truckloads of Mexicans to Mexico was having the
serve as bird boys," Mun- same effect it had in
son said. "They will Texas: each season he
retrieve your doves-, has to take his clients
watch for birds coming deeper and deeper into
from behind, hand you Tamaulipas to find good
shells, whatever you shooting.
want. When we get there Finally we turned off
hire a couple of them for onto a gravel-dirt road
$5 each, and they'll be with giant ruts and corn
your helpers for the day." growing between the two

lanes. We followed thl
road for 10 miles, past a
picturesque country
village that had a basketball goal hanging in the
courtyard. Then around a
dusty curve and at the
junction of a cattle trail
waited approximately 75
Mexican men of all ages,
each with the intention of
an afternoon's work and
five gringo dollars. They
surrounded our van, pointing and gesturing to
secure commitments
from the hunters behind
the air-conditioned glass.
(Next week I'll
describe the three days
we spent shooting
whitewings in Mexico.)

***************************i
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*
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On 1,edbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
*
*
*
*
*
*

*** Kenlake Marina ** 641 Super Shell
*
.
*
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
*
*
:
:Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storage*
*
Bait
Ramp-Tackle,
Launching
*
*
*
*

Shoot-Off Set

BASS — Frank Boyer and Tommy Phillips caught
ese bass from an Undisclosed pond. The largest

2 pounds.
/
ss was 51

Darnell Marine Sales
Murray, Ky. 42071
Route 3 Box 80
Highway 94 East

753-9131

- OWNER: Gary Darnell

Your U-Haul Headquarters

0502i474-2245 or 474-2211, ext 171 *
* flt 1 Hardin
*
*
****************************
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FRANKFORT —
Teams from Kentucky
and six other states are
expected to compete in
the 19th annual Kentucky
Corps of Longriflemen
shoot-off, scheduled for
Oct. 10 at Fort
Boonesborough State
Park.
Tomahawk throwing,
fire building and the
loading and shooting of
the flintlock rifle are
among pioneer skills to
be demonstrated for the
event. The day's activities begin about 9 a.m.
The shoot-off previously had been set for Oct. 3,
but scheduling difficulties brought about
the change in dates.
The site of the event
lends authenticity, since
Fort Boonesborough is a
faithful reconstruction of
the fort Daniel Boone and
his fellow pioneers built
more than 200 years ago.
Longrifle teams will be
dressed in historically accurate reproductions of
frontier and colonial
clothes.
Further information on
the shoot-off may be obtained by calling the state
Parks Department in
Frankfort at (502) 5645410.

CATFISH — Greg Wyatt shows his 11 pound catlab he caught in Kentucky Lake.
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The turn out at last our banquet. I hope a
week's meeting of the D.U. chapter can be
local Ducks Unlimited started in Trigg County in
(D.U.) chapter was real- the very near future.
ly great. We even had
The next meeting of the
some fellows come from Murray-Calloway County
Cadiz to the meeting. Chapter of D.U. will be
They *anted to get some Oct. 6 at 7 p.m. at the
ideas on how we put on Triangle Inn in Murray.
Anyone with an interest
in duck hunting or the
preservation of wetlands,
should attend. We could
sure use some help with
the upcoming banquet
and auction.
Don't forget the banquet date. It's Nov. 14. So
start thinking about at-

aohnson

Avert," 11.77-4:INAll

*
*
*

By Charlie McKenney

Longriflemen

Where "Service Is OurBusiness

*
*
*

Duck Call

If like hares

BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES
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•Cover Over Hang
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Never Paint Again
•Complete Remodeling
We Build Cupboards To Fit
•Rooting
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Free Estimates▪ Call
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tending and saving some
money.
There are some auction
items this year that have
never been offered. One
example is the all wood
shell cases made by Remington Arms. These cases
are reproductions of shell
cases used in the 1920's to
ship shotgun shells. The
cases are known as the
"Chesapeake" Flyway
Commemorative cases.
Another first is an
original oil painting on
canvas. It is stretched,
framed and ready for
that special someone.
Since oils have to
breathe, glass is not Aced over the painting. It
will be easy to distinguish
it from the framed prints.
A beautiful D.U. clock
will be offered for the
first time. So when you
attend the banquet this
year, there will be some
items that you have never
had the opportunity to bid
on before.
This year's special
commemorative shotgun
will be a Remington
Model 1100 Magnum with
a 30" vent rib barrel. I
know there will be at
least 10 beautiful wildlife
prints to choose from. I
believe there will be four
T.J. Hooker carved
decoys and two Tom
Tabor decoys. Our local
chapter will again offer a
Remington 870 Magnum
with a 30" full vent rib
with special chapter gold
inlay engraving.
This year a gun will be
given away as a door
prize. This list of door
prize items continues to
grow each day.
Don't forget the
meeting Tuesday, Oct. 6
and make plans now to attend the banquet and auction. Tickets are
available from chapter
members. Tom Rushing,
Bank of Murray, Dan
Gardner, D & W Auto
Supply, and Gil Mathis,
Murray State University,
all have tickets. I will get
together a complete list
of those selling tickets for
my next article.
I hope you early bow
hunters are having good
deer herd
luck. The
population in Calloway
Co. has really increased
in the last three years.
May all your hunting be
safe and enjoyable.
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'Artist To Visit, University

HEALTH
Reason for cooking food

May Stevens, eminent
American painter, will be
on the campus of Murray
State University Oct. 4-10
as the first visiting artist
in the 1911-82 series.
A faculty member at
the School of Visual Arts
In New York City,
Stevens will lecture at

p.m. Oct. $-S. She will Mississippi Room of the
L&=•f.LamoALD
present a color slide pro- University Center.
gram Oct. entitled 'The
Each program is open
should be cooked to ISV
DEAR rat. math -.
Artist in Her Time" and a to the public at no charge. wort
is a well-known fast (V7.8 el'That means all the
lecture Oct. 7 on
While in West Ken- toed chain. We sell heel and meat and not Just the
"Contemporary Women tucky, she also will pre- beef sandwiches. I am very outgun''net LS why the
Artists" in Room 423 of sada lecture at 7:30 p.m. worried about bow the beef thermometer should be
inserted into the center of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Monday, Oet. 4 at the is cooked Or I should say the
meat being
lure it is not cooked_ We get
It
(enter. Her lecture on---Pasiscabillet Guild and the beef frosts We have doesn't matter cooked.
what the
Oct. 1 will be in the _ an afternoon lecture at instructions about putting it cooking procedure is as far
Octil Murray High in the oven for 'hewn% and as health is concerned so
then leasing
unthawed bag as these temperatures
School.
mad our cooked supply gets are reached and maintained
the
visit
to
Her
area la
is then pet in the oven You aught suggest that your
funded jointly by the FIT-1
a- 1:
t if we run out of beef we supervisor set a meat ther"t
dotal Endowment for the go ahead and use it eves if it mometer
There is more to
Arts and Murray State. has not been in the oven as
long as it should be to be lag food poisoning than this
She joins the rank,' of completely
cooked.
You will want to read other
other celebrated anal
I suppose the franchise details to The Health Letter
artists who have knows what it is doing but number 5-2, Food Poisoning
presented campus and that beef is not cooked in the of Infectious Origin, which I
community
lectures center and sometimes it is am sending you. Others who
By,Abigail Van Buren
raw. It is thin sliced want this issue can send 75
through that program,in- really
so the customers are not so cents with a long, stamped,
cluding Christ:), Cork aware of it in their self-addressed 'envelope for
Marchesi, Chris Burton sandwiches. Isn't that raw it to me,in care of this newsmeat dangerous for them' paper, P.O. Box 1551, Ratbo
and Jackie Windsor.
Her symbolic paintings What do ypu think I should City Station, New York. NY
10019. Bacterial contaminaare noted for rich com- do?DEAR READER — There tion
is still our greatest food
DEAR ABBY: I am a 29-year-old single male, practicing positions of draftsman- is a health reason for cook- hazard, not chemicals. And
law in San Francisco. Six weeks ago I broke up with a young ship and expressive col- ing food. Cooking
the temperature for food in
woman after a relationship that had lasted nearly a year. or. She believes "people harmful bacteria and will the refrigerator is as imporShe took it pretty hard, so I was rather surprised when she have to stand for even destroy some toxins tant as the cooking temperaformed in food (but ture.
sent me an expensive three-piece suit for my birthday! I something" and
"a pain- already
not all). It is not just a matdidn't want to accept such an expensive gift, so I returned it
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
which
is
sent
ting
out
into
ter of taste. It is dangerous.
to the store for a credit, which I mailed to her with a very
the world is going out for to eat uncooked meats, was wondering if there is
dike note. poultry. any relationship between the
I' was even more surprised when the same suit was a reason — to affect peo- Including
Fortunately,
in
most common cold. I mean the
redelivered to my office with an angry letter from her ple, to move them to do
frequency with which some
instances
the
most
saying I had "damned well better keep the suit!"
something."
get is a good case or l
e people get colds lind keep
After a few days of thought, I mailed the suit back to her
Her recent works poisoning from the bacteria- them, and the incidence of
with a curt note informing her that I simply couldn't accept
celebratikethe lives of laden undercooked food, but cancer Are people who are
highly susceptible to one
is bad enough.
A number of my friends told me that I was wrong and women, sometimes jux- that
virus that calms a cold
The
situation
you
describe
taposing figures of ar- cries out for a meat ther- more susceptible to all virus
should have kept the suit. What do you think?
BEWILDERED BY THE BAY tists, - writers and her mometer. The only way to Infections and hence cancer?
family against her kill unwanted bacteria is to
DEAR READER — Good
MAR BEWILDERED: I disagree with your friends. historical heroes of subject them to a heat of question. And I don't think
three-piece
suit would surely have had
An expensive
is any good evidence
about 175 F (80 C) for at
some strings attached to it. In order to remain Courbet, George least 30 minutes. Poultry on this point. But you must
LuxemRose
Jamison,
completely free of obligation, you were wise to
burg and Artemesia Genremain "unsuitable."
tileschL
• ••
Paintings by Stevens, a
member
of the advisory
DEAR READERS: I'll be appearing on "Good
board
of
the College Art
Morning, America" on Monday, Oct. 5. Please join
Association Women's
me!
ABBY Caucus, are in collections
of the Whitney Museum
•*•
of American Art, the
Brooklyn Museum and
DEAR ABBY:The names are fictitious, but I am telling it
like it is. I have been dating a fellow named Eric. I numerous university and
mentioned to Erie that Dawn, a good friend of mine, is private collections.
Her work has been
fantastically well-put-together. Well, Eric called Dawn and
asked her for a date. Dawn accepted and then she told Sue reviewed in Art Form,
(who is also a friend of mine) that she went out with Eric. Art in America and Arts
Sue told me, and now I am humiliated and •angry.
Magazine and was includI contend that when Eric called Dawn, she should have
refused him immediately, saying lithe and I were good ed in Peter Selz's "Art in
friends, and then hung up the phone. Furthermore, Dawn Our Time" and Irving
shouldn't have told Sue or anyone else about her date with Howe's "Images of
Eric because it made me look like a fool.
Labor."

Craalt,

'4
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End of Romance
Suits Man to a 'T'

My friends contend that everything worked out for the
best and I am lucky to have found out that Eric was bad
news. What is your opinion?
AMY

Conference
DEAR AMY: Your friends are right. But there are
On Youth
several lessons to be learned here:
1) Never "mention" to a boyfriend that another girl
is "fantastically well-put-together."(He may not be
Scheduled
able to resist the challenge to "take her apart.")
2)If a man is interesting,few girls, out of loyalty to FRANKFORT — Kena girlfriend, will pass up a citance to date him.
tucky Department for
3) Dawn talks too much.
Human Resources has
4)$o does Sue.

received an award of
federal funds to hold a
statewide conference on
• .DEAR ABBY: I am 19, and I'm dating-a 27-year-old man. children and youth. The
My parents do not object to the age difference because award was announced
there's a 20-year difference in their ages.The problem is that last week by Dr. Grady
my parents think this man is not good-looking enough for
Sttmabo, secretary of the
me!
I love him very much and he loves me, but my parents are Department for Human
terribly disappointed that I didni pick a better-looking Resources.
-fellow. He's not really had-looking, Abby. He is about an
The conference has
inch shorter than I am and lie's losing his hair, but I don't been scheduled for
care. He treats me better than any guy I've ever gone with,
Nov. 12-13 at the
-and our relationship is great!
Whenever I go out with him, my mother puts on a long- Leidngton Center in Lexface and says she hopes I'm not "serious" about him. I tell ington.
her I am serious about him, then she looks-so sad and
A 17-member steering
shakes her head as if to say,"You must be nuts."
committee has-been apBoth she and Dad are nagging me and making me feel pointed by Dr. Stiunbo to
guilty for loving a-man whose looks don't come up to their
expectations. I need advice. By the way, I'm no beauty plan and coordinate the
activities of the conmyself.
S. IN ENGLISHTOWN, N.J. ference. Louis Twyman,
Louisville, was appointed
DEAR S.: Tune your parents out and listen to your chairman of the steering
heart. If you love him and he treats you well, pay no committee.
attention to what anyone says. Handsome is as
Other steering commithandsome does.
tee members include:
Scotty Kenkel, Lexington; David Richart,
Louisville; Nancy Rawlings, Lexington; Dr.
Doane Fischer, Lexington; Larry Warren,
Pineville; Burke Anderson, Lexington; Ben
Feltes, Louisville; Ed
Ellis, Frankfort; Patti
Acquisto, Ownensboro;
the Rev. Ronald Young,
Carrollton; John Clarke.
Louisville: Barbara
Miller, Louisville;
Charles Kinney,
Frankfort; Karen Hicks,
Lexington; Jill Bohnert,
Lexington, and Judge
William Graham,
Frankfort.
One of the major goals
of the conference is to
develop strategies to
maintain and strengthen
services to children and
youth •• -vataiii recent federal 6udgercuts.
The conference will bring
together state goverm
ment, local government,
private organizations,
voluntary agencies,
families and individuals
Vaccomplish the goal
For additional conference information,
write Peggy Vialalce,
Bureau for Social Services, 275 East Main St.,'
Frankfort, Ky. 40101, or
enfl Mar S4
•••

414.4

realise that we do aot know
that cowers are caused by
viruses Even if some are
there is 'widest" that other
cancers are sot As•case in
point, most shut cancers are
caused by radiation from the

I

•

SM. 004 vall0011.

But the body's ability to
reject or dean abnormal
cells or orgailline ill wawa:"
does
to our iftnueseiv
_ our whleit
irrununsorkom

417,:re;44
'kg...

awe to colds One approach
to cancer treatment dr
ventIon a to improve the
body's ability to destroy
abnormal cells(cancer cells)
regardlen of their came
through improving the
body's immune response

poll-

*ft

•

.
it bark)

Motor Home
To Be Office

Tilt• WWI to

chick yo

Holiday light bulbs and wiring betors
you put th•m on the tree
Replece broken bulbs and room frayed or exposed wiring Than
enjoy a safe and happy Holiday Sea.011

For Bureau
FRANKFORT, IC y
(AP) —The state Human
Resources Department is
converting a motor home
into a manpower services
office, according to
Human Resources
Secretary Grady Stumbo.
The office will allow
staff from the Bureau for
Manpower Services to
operate anywhere
employers are hiring
large numbers of people,
Stunabo said.
The office is expected
to open for business in
December.

West Ky.Rural
Electric
Coop Corp
Murroy-Moyfield
753-501 2

11A

Starting NOW
you can
earn 12.14% interest
Tax Free on fully
insured savings.
Here's How.

The President's new tax bill will let us offer you 1 year Tax Saving Certificates
that pay up to $2,000 tax free interest on a joint federal income tax return or $1,000
tax free interest on an individual return..
These Certificates are fully insured and will be available starting October 1st, earning 12.61% This rate will vary with each new monthly issue. Our minimum deposit
for qualification will be $400.00.
•00
Depending on your tax
bracket, these Certificates
could offer very attractive
The Interest Rate
You'd Have To Receive
yields. However, much IfYour Adjusted
Probable Tax
To Net 12.61% After ,
depends on -your overall Gross Income Is: 'YourBracket
Is:
federalIncome Tax Is:'
financial situation.
_ ,$50,000
50%
_ 25.22%
- Coll or stop by Security
46%
21.02%
Federal's office. We'll let $35,000
30%
you know just how much $25,000
18.01%
,
Tax Saving Certificates are -$20,000
25%
16.81% ••
worth to you.
Figures above approximate and based on 1981 tax tables.
You'll find that Security Aterest rate Ofare
12.61% is equal to 70%,o(average yield on
Federal offers rnow-nevi-- ane year U.S.Treasury Bills
as of the Sept 3auction date.
ways to -earn additional in2
terest. Arid you'll find one-.
Member FSLIC
more thing.._.a great deal of
Stbstantiol penalty for eorly withdrawal
interest in you.

Security Federal
Savings & Loan
Assee-

„

'Pt".

•

•

-...-•-••••••• -

•

1300 Johnson Blvd.-759-1234
'Your Future Is Important To Us."

A
r•
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Ballet Presents
Polished Performance

SCHOLARSHIPS AT MURRAY STATE — Four construction technology majors at Murray State University are each presented a $350 scholarship by Joe
Clemons (left), secretary of the sponsoring Paducah Area Construction Advancement Foundation(PACAF). Recipients are: (from left) Tim Oberst, Fremont, Ohio, sophomore and son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Oberst; Steve Traylor,
Fredonia sophomore and son of Mr. and Mrs.S. Garnett; Jeff Kursave, Murray
Junior and son of Mr. and Mrs. Randall Kursave; and Leonard Foss Jr.,
Mayfield senior and ace of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Foss Sr. Four PACAF scholarships are given each semester to students at Murray State who have majors in

either construction technology or civil engineering technology.

Hospital Report
Gail Troxler, 18021,2 B
Monroe, Murray.
Opal L. Moubray, 208 S.
16th, Murray, Anthony
Brian Arthur, Hart Hall,
Murray, John S.
Lindersman, C19 Mur
Cal, Murray, James Paul
Payne, Rt. 4, Mayfield,
Robert H. Davis, Rt. 6,
Mayfield, Virginia L.
Locke, Rt. 1, Murray.
Harold F. Elkins, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Mildred P.
Raper, Bx. 209, New Concord, Betty L. Kelso, 806
Sunny Lane, Murray,
Herbert R. Key, 205 N.
10th, Murray, Jeffrey
David Raspberry, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Jessie M. Taylor,
Rt. 6, Murray.
Hattie Vaughn, 300
Woodlawn, Murray, Earl
D. Clayton 806 Guthrie,
Murray, Marjorie W.
Barnett, Bx. 263, Murray,
Lois E. Smith, Rt. 5, Murray, Lura S. Asberry(Expired), 212 S. 11th, Murray.

Adults 132
Nursery 10
9-30-81

Paulette Edmonson
annd Baby Girl,Rt. 8,
Murray, Cynthia J. Cloud
and Baby Girl, E. 13th,
Benton, Betty J. SchnuerNEW BORN
inger and Baby Girl, Rt.
ADMISSIONS
Dougherty,Baby Boy 9, Benton.
(Barbara), 1205 Lone _ Cbasity J. Schnueringer, Rt. 9, Benton,
Oak, Paris, Tenn.
Rose, Baby Girl Ginger C. Odom, Rt. 3,
(Rosetta). 1505 Danbury, Paris, Tenn., Joyce A.
Thorn, Rt.. 1, Dexter,
Murray.
Tucker, Baby Boy Deborah J. Paschall, Bx.
Tenn.,
(Judy), Rt. 1 Bx. 156A, 223, Puryear,
Jarod C. Barker, Rt. 1
Murray.
Bx. 79, .Puryear, Tenn.,
DISMISSALS

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
vessels
ACROSS
3 Nickel
1 Teen's
symbol
problem
4 Shade tree
5 Walk
5 Denude
9 Ballpoint
6 Collection of
12 Follow
four
closely
7 Per person
13 Rip
Abbr
14 Large bird
8 In favor of
15 And Lat
9 Flower part
16 Emporium
10 Printer's
18 Grain
measure
20 Article
11 Greek letter
22 Italian coin
17 Baseball org
24 Prohibits
19 Hebrew
27 Smoke and
month
fog
21 Girl's name
29 Brazilian
23 Asian sea
estuary
25 Recalled
31 Permit
26 Fixed looks
32 City on the
27 Coin
Seine
34 Small valley 28 Pith of a
matter
36 A Kettle
30 Guinness
37 Expunges
33 Juncture
39 Chief
35 NDbelman
41 Calcium
symbol
42 Makes lace
44 Felony
45 Writing fluid
47 Small rugs
49 Sci Dept
areas
50 Slave
52 Fence
opening
54 French article
55 Poem
57 Loud noise
59 Sun god
61 Animal's foot
63 Hat material
65 Matured
87 — a girl,
88 Oak, for one
69 Mine vein
DOWN
1 Snacked
2 TwIn-hulled

0.110.1 WOULD YOU RATHER
NAVE A STOMACHACHE
OR A HEADACHE?

•
Answer to FrWay's Punk

51.

GIRL
Hi
CA I- 0
A
L OA
A4
11 A
A
Wi
A

C 0 W•
A.
R•
Pr
1 .1I
7
0
A

0
TAR
TTAN
E A
A
Tw_i N
wEE

38 Antlered
animal
40 Clock face
43 Horse's
home
46 Is aware of
48 Declare
51 Mr Asner
53 Printer's

By NORINNE
WINTER
The Louisville Ballet
came to Murray last
weekend, appearing in a
polished performance
before a large and appreciative audience in
Lovett Auditorium.
The distinguished touring company, under the
direction of artistic director Alun Jones, presented
the opening program in
the season sponsored by
Murray Civic Music
Association and Murray
State University, with
assistance from The Kentucky Arts Council and
the National Endowment
for the Arts.
Even those whO are unfamiliar with the world of
dance, recognize the
name Mikhail
Baryshnikov, and Kentuckians, in particular,
are aware that the superstar's appearances with
the Louisville Ballet in
1978-79 established the
company as a major
force in the Louisville
performing arts community.
Credit for the Louisville
Ballet's wide reputation'
in regional and national
ballet, however, must go
to Jones and associate
director Helen Starr who
have been in Louisville
since 1974.
Appearing evenly matched, the young troup
displayed convincing
evidence of their individual training and
discipline, as well as
careful preparation by
Ballet Master Vincent

A
TM

measure
56 Newt
58 Sal, for one
60 Fruit drink
61 Greek letter
62 Near
6.4 Teutonic
deity
66 Proceed

NEW CIVITAN — The newest member of the
Murray Civitan Club is Tameria Henley, a Murray
State University student from Metropolis, T11. She
was sponsored by R. B. Barton, outgoing club president. Henley was a Junior Civitan in Metropolis
before entering Murray State. Barton and Henley
hold a copy of "Tell Me About Civitan."

60017! I'LL PUT YOU DOWN FOR A HEADACHE

I PONT KNOW...1A
HEADACHE,' 6UE5S

IT'S NICE HAVING
SOMEONE IN CHARGE
UJI-10'S 50 CONSIDERATE

PI LE OF
BIRDSEED

WHY?
-V

I PLANTED GRASS
SEEDS IN THAT BARE
SPOT AND I DON'T

WANT THE BIRDS TO
EAT THEM

ocT-

I FIXED Ti-IE
HANDLE ON
THE swoWER,

SARGE

HONEY YOU PROML5E0
TO FIX THE ORAN
UK12ER THE SINK

FOR ME

1,
•
41 xvis1-4_.
—cosi

SUT I MUST
SEE THE CHIEF„

ARE YDU
DEAF? I

"TOLD sADU
TO SET LOST
STUFIR.

NM NEED A
COURSE IN GOOD
MANNERS.,

The

dancers

TH16 15 YOUR

FIRST

LE650

I, Joe H. Thorn as of Sept.
30, 1981 will no longer be
responsible for any debts
other than my own. Joe H.
Thorn

Found Walker hound 753
33114 after 5 30

6. HELP WANTEO-

504 641 8003 Ext. 1316 for
information.

Baby sitter wanted for
two preschool boys 8
a.m.-4 p.m., Mon. Fri. in
my home. Must be dependable and have own
transportation. Call 75392632 pm. 6 p.m. only!

beginning in every sense
— Balanchine's
choreography featured in
beautiful ensemble dancing and outstanding work
by soloists Diane Downes
and Dale Bannon, complemented by Alun Jones'
costumes and the lighting
of Michael T. Ford.
And the music was
Tchaikovsky!
More than once, I imagine, a choreographer
has said to a composer
"Give me eight measures
of turns, eight measures
of — Oh you known —
something like Tchaikovsky.,,
Sunflowers, created by
the English
choreographer Anthony
Tudor, is about sis young
people who have recently
returned from college.
The ballet, staged by Airi
Hynninen, explores the
subtle changes in relationship among the six
friends.
Although the music of
Czech composer Leos
Janacek, who died in
1928, may have been
rather sophisticated for
some in the audience, it
made a suitable
framework for this introspective ballet. The
motifs throughout
Janacek's music are
mostly derived from
speech, and their repetition in phrases is freely
derived from folksong.
He wrote in 1905, after
his opera Jenufa,"the art
of dramatic writing is to
compose a melodic curve
which will, as if by
magic, reveal immediately a human being
in one definite phase of
his existence."
Those fortunate enough
to have seen • the ballet
from the balcony of
Lovett Auditorium were
able to perceive from the
choreography the visual
changes in patterns and
flexibility of the melodic
lines as they were sensitively phrased by the
company.
The Murray audience
was privileged to see the
new ballet Invocation,

choreographed by Martha Connerton, a member
of the company, which
will receive its Louisville
premiere on Nov. 18.

most innovative of
modern dance
choreographers, has provided imaginative
choreography and
costumes for Invocation.
Add the music for guitar
by Egberto Gismonti and
Michael Ford's lighting,
and one had the feeling of
witnessing a joyous
ethnic religious rite.
The exotic effect of the
music was reminiscent of
an Indian instrument like
the sitar, but Miss Connerton assured me that it
was solo guitar, and that
some vocalizing and
"Tibetan cooking bells"
were used at the climax.
It was delightful and
original, and will no
doubt become a favorite
in the company's
repetoire.
Members of the touring
company of the Louisville
Ballet who appeared in
Murray were: Ellen
Anderson, Dale Brannon,
Martha Connerton, Diane
Downes, Richard Geiger,
Sherry Gilpin, David Guffy, Frank Hay, Patricia
Jones, and Clark Reid.

Part-time night clerk at
motel. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040 D, Murray,
Ky. 42871.
Day waitress wanted. Experienced only need app ly. Apply in person
Bentley Restaurant,
Court Square Murray.

HAVE
A SAFE TRIP
THERE
AND
BACK
LOVE YA
BABE.

presented by Murray!.
Civic Music Association
will be Karl Hass.,
pianist, on Nov. 8 at 2
p.m.

number under 1200 Call
collect giving model
number and condition 901

•
•

Rudolph Tires and

chemicals & floor equipment. Sends resume to
3336 Hickory View Place,
Memphis, Tenn. 38115.
Attractive position for
man or woman of neat appearance and good
character for pleasant
work, no lay-offs. Earn
ing Opportunity $250.00 to
$350.00 to start. Advancement good benefits.
Education or experience
not necessary. Call
Paducah 443-6460 between
8 a.m. and 10 a.m. ONLY!
Ask for Mr. Miller,

Service Store
34.00
Tune Up
Alignment

12.50
7.00

Oil 8, Labe

WE BUY
Gold, Silver, Diamond rings, doss
rings, etc.

Gold &
Silver
Pawn

Seamstress - good working conditions. Experience required. Apply
in person Boone's
Cleaners 605 Main.

Shop

$350.00 weekly stuffins
envelopes. All ages. No
experience necessary.
For information send selfaddressed stamped
envelope to: Richard D.,
P.O. Box G84, Wakefield,
-Mass. 01880
Mature lady to live with
retired lady for room and
board. 753-8648.

Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m,
753-7113
Antique City Mall Hwy. 45
between Jackson & Humboldt, Tenn Housed in old
Fairview School building
82 dealers welcome you
Everybody welcome, discount to dealers Your
first visit will not be your
last! Closed only on Monday.

NOTICE
The Small Engine Repair
Shop has moved to 1001 East

Glendale, Murray. Call 753.
4500.

M&G Complete Glass Co
has added a new line of
work that features
showcases and display
cases, pie cases, store
displays and glass sheveling. We also install auto
glass, fix storm windows
and doors, .repair and
replace slore fronts, install patio door glass,
plate glass and window
glass Cut mirrors and
glass-table tops Do picture framing. 753 -0180.
• We

con

frame your
•

Matte and.
Art work

•

Carter Studio is
•
153-8298
300 Mqin
Do your Christmas Shopping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.
a.

WNKJ 89.3 FM
radio with o
Special Sound.

Westinghouse 30" electric
range, white continous
cleaning oven. $100.00
436-2192.

16 HOME FURNISHINGS

Moving Sale - GE
Refrigerator $150.00. GE
Washer $125.00, both for
1235.00. Very good condition. 436-2336 after 6 p.m.

Needed person to do floor
maintenance, six nights
per week. $160.00 per
week plus advancement,

formerly Goodyear

Frigerdaire Drop -in
Range avacoda, good condition 759-4588 or 753-7637.

INTERESTED IN FREE
CHRISTMAS GIFTS???
Hostess; a needle craft •
demonstration - receive. •
beautiful free gifts - free
lessons in latch hook, embroidery, counted crossctitch and needle point.
Contact Lou Stroder at
502 436 2842. Don't Miss
out! Call Now! Today!

Inc.

Firewood
Order now and burn
seasoned wood this winter
436 2758.

White Westinghouse portable dishwasher,
avocado. Butcher block
top. $250.00. Large dining
table, five chairs $150.00.
Call 759-4983.

Murray area. Must have
a good working
knowledge of cleaning

Alignment

IS AR ICLES FOR SALE
Hardy chrysanthemums
cushion type, many col
ors $3.95 to $t95. Hoff
man's Nursery 94 East,
Nikon FM Camera, body
with zoom lens plus ac
—T=Call 767 7878.
ceSsorie

Information on Alaskan
and Overseas Employment. Excellent income
potential. Call 1-312-7419780. Ext.6062.

This
week's
service special at

!. SITUATION AziLu
Handyman will do odd
jobs, also light hauling.
Phone 753-3810.
Will remove dead or unwanted trees. Call for free
estimates before 2:30.
753-5484.
_I will babysit or stay with
elderly people.435-4233.
Roommate wanted for
modern two bedroom
apartment. Approximately $115.00 monthly
including utilities. Call
753-4923 after 6 p.m. or
weekends.
Qualified nurses aid will
take care of elderly people during the day. 7591258 or 753-8694.
will do babysitting. 7674385.
Will do cleaning. Houses,
offices, etc. Have
references. Calf after
12:00 436-5606.

10. BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
Own your owl dean Shop.
Offering all the nationally
known brands such as
Jordache, Vanderbilt,
Calvin Klein, Sedgefield,
Levi nd over 70 other
brands. $12,500.00 includes beginning inventory, airfare for 1 to the
apparel center, training,
fixtures and Grand Opening Promotions. Call Mr.
Kostecky at
Mademoiselle Fashions
612-432-0676.

25.3 cu. ft. chest freezer.
2 years old, $275.00. Call
/
41

753-7694 or 753-6107-.
Nice dining room table
and four chairs, antique
green. 436-2260.
New RCA Select-a-vision
video disc player.
Assume payments. 7672548.
Stove, refrigerator,
washer, dryer and dinette
set. 498-8716. 436-2805.

19. FARM EQU1PMENf
Massey Ferguson combine 10 ft. grain head.
Good condition 753-3629.
Goose neck trailer. Gravity flow grain beds. 4892308,after 5:00.
20. SPORTS EQUIPMENt
The Pistol People: Invest
in a feeling of"%ecurity,
largest variety, lowest
priced, no registration or
red tape in K entucky
Country Boy Store, The
Army Surplus Folks, 9
miles west of
Hopkinsville junction of
K y 164-117, Hours 8-5,
Sunday: 12-5, (502) 885
5914.
Remington 12 ga. 870
pump 3" Magnum 26" improved and 30" full choke
barrels with aun case.
$235.00. Remington 308
automatic with two clip
sling, weaver 4 to 1 scope
and gun case. $200.00.
Marlin-setni automatic 22
rifle $50.00, Marlin-22
Magnum with clip and
scope $70.00. Winchestersemi automatic 22 rifle
$65.00. Smith & Wesson
357 Magnum, 4" Nickel
mwith custom holster and
belt $265.00. 3.54-6770.
Remington model 700
BDL 270 calibur with 3X 9X scope. Call anytime
759-4663.
Custom made rifle case,
Slings, leather clothing.
Murray Leather Shop,
Dixiel; id Center. 7599633.

22 MUSICAL
TRY
BEFORE
YOU
BU
So your child
wants to take
piano lessons but
you hate to buy a
piano before your
itsie they will stick
with it. RENT IT

FIRST! Rent applies to purchase

CLAYTONS
753-7575
23 EXTERMINATING

11 INSTRUCTION
Spanish lessons, reading,
speaking, writing 7674385.

14 WANT TO BUY
Willet maple chest of
drawers and bed side
table. Call 753-5760.

SALES and SERVICE
E
IN AGRICULTUR
and marketer of

Members of the company praised the warm,
appreciative Murray audience, and many i n the
audience indicated that a

engagernet.....,;•.;ne

14 WANT TO B
Old Jukebox Looking for
real old Wurlitzer •
iukebox with model

388-7110.
Work at home jobs
available! Substantial
earnings possible. Call

/ NOTICE

Allegro Brillante, set to
the music of Tchaikovsky's unfinished Piano
Concerto, opus 75 in'E.flat.
It was an appropriate

Louisville group would be
welcome. The next concert of the series

4

5 LOST & FOUND

I LEGAL NOTICE

technique and are now
developing their art as
well as their skills
The opening ballet was
George Balanchine's

Connerton, who studied
this past summer with
Twyla Tharp, one of the

/0-

MAKING A BIG

Falardo.

seemed to have mastered

MIFIR

-

115th- Anniversary
Wallpaper Sale. Over
in stock. Valve%
to $1_315 single-roll. Now
4.99 Of? single roll. Save
50 percent+ to 64 percent
off regular price For
month of September only
pop a baloon and receive
an additional 10 to 517 r5
cent discount on all stock
wallpaper The Sherwin
William Co

The oldest and largest niertUfacturer
complete liquid fertilizer is egianding its sales and serfor
vice operations in this area. Immediate openings
Managers
District
and
ves
Representati
Service
Crop
(tut/ or part time). Excellent vOntrnissioned earnings
potential and opportunity for advancement with this
fastfgrowing company. Good sales support provided
Understanding of agncu3trre helpful, but willingness to
proOffer high quality product and customer service
nstatil7;64gpst acAnt.al
gram
For immediate consideration sold isms Ti
Stewart Dickerson
It. 2, Sex 191
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42249
•
10tia1'F000COMPANY
14A-Ciflarts.
tiA.ureisni
ritosity
e.•powpf ogioolunor

II 111k. WI NH A 1 , k

24, MISCELLANEOUS

1-1911...s. `‘aturtiay. October 1, 1911

ILA EZIAL
27 MOBIL
HOMES SALES

32=r7)
A P.
.
r.m.d 111741E1

31
E 31r
1 3E
4) PUBLIC SALE

/3

REAL ESTATE

Yard Sale $ 0-??? 2214 •
SUPIR ASIUMP.
Gatesborough Cr Rain or
110081 Yes you cant
shine! Clothes in assorted
There are alternative
sizes like new for men.
methods of buying and
women, boys and girls.
selling property,
Rocker, bedspread and
havravor, eatle- many
drapes, police scanner,
cons they are more
household items.
-ttie
beeedicksi
Yard Sale at EverettElectric space heaters. 1980 Fairmont 14 x 70 with
than
the
seUer
and
lndon
One
Station
at
bedroom
Service
furnished
759-4515 after S p.m.
7 x 21 ft. pullout. Three
froditionol methods
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath, gas, apartment for rent. 121 Hardin across from the 4These oltornotive
Van size ice box and sink, central air, $17,500.00. North next to fairgrounds Way Freeze. Brand name
clothes for entire family, itiottiods nifIrbacarne
cabinet $100.00. Men's 24 May assume loan with 753-3139.
increasingly Popular in
furniture, dishes,
in. 3-speed bike $30 00. payment of $199.38. 35.4
the, next dererk. As
Tastefully decorated one jewelry, coin purses,
Two 19 in. black and white 6387. 354-8004.
bedroom unfurnished drapes, sheres. electric
average home prices
tv $40.00 each. 753-4901
apartment, Stove, appliances, cameras,
and prime mortgage in12x65 1973 furnished
refrigerator and water jewelry boxes, shoes and
terest rates increase,
KERO-SUN heaters: central air. 759 1987.
furnished. Low utilities, bags to match all colors
the demand for otterMoonlighter, $154.99;
753 3949.
all sizes). Much much
native methods of buyRadiant I. $162.99, Three bedroom double
more! En case of rain will
ing and selling increase
Radiant 10, S209.99; wide mobile home on per- Looking
for
a
foundation.
nice
furmanent
be
Oct.
14,
15, 16.
corresponding:y CurRadiant , 36, 4212.99;
nished
one
bedroom
shady
large
on
Located
rently, more than 50%
Omini #5, $218.99;
apartment with low MOVING SALE - Mon.
Director, $254.99, Wallin lot in Baywood Vista utilities?
or oil real estate from
Call
The
5th
Lake.
753-3949.
&
Tues.
Oh
at 212 S.
Subd. near Ky.
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
soctions involve one or
11th St. Living room,
home has two baths, livmore alternative financLakefront
apartment
for
bedroom, kitchen furing room, kitchen, dining
meing methods
CHIMNEYS, ALL fuel, room and central heat. rent, Pine Bluff Shores. niture, linens, dishes,
triple wall pipe, 6" x 30", Also wood burning stove. Box 1040E.
thods that ore
cookware, nearly, new
$20.99; 8','x30", $29.99,1 Ample storage space.
beneficial to both the
wheel chair and walker.
Installation kit,6",$29.94; Priced reasonable Call 33. ROOMS FOR ENT Many new and nearly new
buyer and seller of pro2'' $42.99. Wallin 753-1721.
perty.
methods
Partially furnished. items to many to mention.
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
ovoilable to you
Utilities included 20
Garage Sale Fri.-Sat.,
12 x 6.5 central heat & air,
Fall minnow head- washer & dryer hook-up. minutes walk from MSU. Oct. 2nd & 3rd.
Kirksey.
quarters George's One- Excellent condition. Call Located 406 S. 6th. 753 Clothes, dishes,
6988.
stop Market. Pottertown 492-8120.
glassware, antique hardHwy. near Wildcat open 6
LORETTA 4011S, *ALTOS
/
2 34. HOUSES FOR RENT ware, cider mill and
12x64 three bedroom 11
a.m.
1200 *two
more.
bath newly carpeted, parsolucter 42071
l'AwaY
furnished. $4500.00 House for rent completely Three family Moving Sale
1502) 7511:42
tially
WOOD HEATERS. Call after 5 p.m. 753-4.469.
Three Sat. & Sun. Oct. 3rd & 4th
furnished
deluxe cabinet, brick.,
lined fire box, cast iron 1971 12 x 40 mobile home. bedroom house in town to at the end of North 16th at Great location great
reliable couple. Available Coles Campground Rd. price. You get over 2200
grates and doors, lift off $2800. 435-4555.
Clothes, appliances, fur- sq. ft. in this brick three
now! Call 753-7317.
cook surface top, $239.99.
bedroom two bath counFour bedroom house near niture, etc.
Two speed blower, $59.99.•
MSU. Appliances, drapes, Garage Sale Fri. & Sat. try home with an oversizWallin Hardware, Paris, 78 Model Down
ed living room, large
Tenn.
12' by 55'For Sole. carpeting. $350.00 a 801 N. 19th.
family room plus
month. Available Nov.
Wood burning stove with
153-0193
Coll
separate dining room
1st. 753-3006.
fan and jacket. 21/2 years
42.HOME LOANS
Low utility bills with the
after600 p.m.
old. 345-2135.
Two bedroom house elec. Six room two bedroom two wood burning stoves.
tric or wood heat, eight home for sale, built in ap- Also has central air, fencRural mail boxed, used,
28. MOBILE
miles East of .Murray. pliances near shopping ed yard, garage and attic
in very good condition. 85
8125.00 a month plus center, corner lot. Phone storage space. Relax and
HOME RENTALs
to sell, only $2.013 each. 3
deposit. Mrs. Lindsey 753-1276 or 753-1528.
let your family spread out
for $5.00.502-442-1727.
For rent two bedroom 12 x Beane 436-2582
over 11
/
2 acres and only
on
beautifully
located
58
two minutes from town.
Two seater go-cart
43. REAL ES
House eight rooms, bath,
stocked
fish
acres
with
15
Call today, Spann Realty
$400.00. 753-0115.
screened in back porch,
pond. Call 489-2327.
Assoc. 753-7724.
garden space, garage.
4-Uniroyal-Landtracks. 4 Two bedroom furnished Been remodeled by City
ply 10-15 It. 8,000 miles, 4- mobile home for rent. Community DevelopLocated in Riviera
wheel drive tires. $160.00. $75.00 security deposit. ment. Low ihcome family
is this two
Courts
354-6770.
$150.00 per month rent wanted. Call 753-3685.
mobile
bedroom
No Pets! Call 753-4808.
Two houses near
1978 Starcraft pop-up
home, completely
10
0
.0
0
university.
$
for
Three
bedroom
trailer
camper. Swing-out kitfurnished for only
chen just like n ew, porta rent between Stella and deposit, $108.00 per month
$4,5110.00. the ideal
PPM, built in heater. 1948 Kirksey Hwy. on Hwy. rent. Call 753-6114 aftpr 6
ai.re farm, half mile from
Chrysler Windsor. Good 299. 435-4193 or 489-2539.
dwelling for that son
town on 9/ East. six tenths of
shape. Chevrolet motor.
House in the country. Call a mile blacktopped. 23 acres
or daughter now atSix person Jacuzzi hottub Extra nice two bedroom 436-2498.
timber. For more
17
tendable,
tending college.
complete with heater, mobile home. Adults. Comfortable two information call Purdom &,
Make your offer tofilter, blower. Five ft. Small well kept court. bedroom/house, natural Thurman Real Estate, 733television, large screen. $95.00 monthly. 753-8216 gas, appfiances and water 4451; Susy Wells, 753-1585 or
day!
Parachute to ride in. Pull after 5 p.m.
furnished, four miles out Geneva Giles, 753-6557.
ROBERTS MALTY
behind boat or car. 753rent: nice 1 bedroom \ near churches ,and 1
For
0153 days, 753-3222 nights.
Ita
a Sycamore
grocery.
References
retrailer, near Murray. N
G
NEW LIST1NMoney,ly.
quired. Call 753-3177.
753-1651
489-2611.
pefs!
2100
250 gallon fuel tank
1 1 2 story brick,
Three
home
for
bedroom
$125.00 with stand. 753sq. ft. of living space, 2
29. HEATING-COOLING rent 1297 Kirkwood. 7536107 or 436-5885.
acres. Browp's Grove
5945.
area. only $38,000
Cast iron wood heating
121 between Coldwater
stove. Burns wood up to 24
We manage Rental
and Mayfield. Two or
in. with magic heat
Property for other
three bedrooms,
blower. Used one season.
refrigerator, stove and
Call 753-2987.
people for a small fee.
dishwasher furnished.
You'll like our SerPeople powered vehicle.
Call 489-2775.
NEAR
Excellent condition. 753vice.
/370.
UNIVERSITY
Two or three bedroom
ery attractive
house. 907 N. 16th, MurShopping -working
Complete
Invenray. 492-8225.
home on
brick
•
mothfrs. Daycare Saturtory
or
Buck
near the
treet
days
weekday after37. LIVESTOCK
RI,A1 1111.f
niversity.
New
noons and evenings. PreStoves and
MAP/AC.1,41NT
TY
IltOPER
SUPPLIES
•
school children - toddlers.
t pump heating
Related
Products
753-6988.
One-two horse trailer. REDUCED 85,000.00.
nd cooling
Lowest Prices In State
Raggedy Ann dolls and
Priced to sell. Call This home is just barely
system, fireplace
stuffed dolls for
daytime 753-5671, nights Jived in. Features three
Or Kentucky
in den. Extrem
Christmas. Various sizes
753-3430.
Save 50% to 80% on
ledrooms, two baths, and
y economical
and different prices. 753this years home
One year old Durox Boar. a spacious great room
8525 1618 College Fm. Rd.
bills, lovely
utility
with a large'and beautiful
489-2308 after 5 p.m.
heating bills
tree shaded lot. Offireplace. This house is
Size 10 leather coat, set of
Contact Calloway Co.
Seven month old gaited not only beautiful, but is
fered in the $40's.
Collier encyclopedias,
saddle colt natural recker built for the practical use
Agent Steve Combs
Koppertid Realty,
dinette set and cabinet
$400.00. Call 753-0224 after of the every day family.
753-4718 after 4:00
Main Street.
711
model sewing machine.
5p.m.
The large kitchen and dinAfter 5:00 call 753-9330.
p.m. or may be seen
ing area are truly a bless FOR RENT
38. PETS-SUPPLIES ing to any harrassed
at Bueil Stoves on
Kiln dried walnut lumber
woman. The private fencEXECUTIVE
Cadiz Hwy. 68 (next
$2.50 sq. ft. Call 753-5562.;Black & rust AKC Dober- ed backyard and patio are
HOME
5562.
man registered puppies, perfect for the small ones
to Red Ace;
$85.00. Mother of puppies in your family. So for
Three bedroom,
STOVE BOARDS, heavy
Cadiz, Ky. Phone 522excellent with small beauty and just plain
bath almost ne,
lined, 28" x 34", $8.99. 32" 6891.
children. Call 759-4651 every day living you must
x 42", $15.99. 36" x 54",
for rent.
home
after 5 p.m.
$22.99. Wallin Hardware,
see this dream of a house.
Home is spotless
Parts, Tenn.
30. BUSINESS
.
RENTAL, A c Registered , Call Spann Realty Assoc.
throughout, ha
Doberman- puppies. 759- 753-7724.
central heat a
Lombard chain saws and
4588 or 753-7637.
Mimi
Service. Stokes Tractor,
air, attached
Appraisals • CouncilIndustrial Rd.
Six month old Black
garage,and cony
W,wrohowso
Great Dane, full
ing - Managemen
nient location.
Storer Sim.
Firewood for Sale. Call
pedigree, cropped ears,
Sales.
and
Available at $400
436-2744 after 5p.m.
fully
obedience
trained.
For I
RON TALENT
month. Phone
Call Sal, 753-9101, 753Firewood seasoned oak
753-47311
REALTOR
6527.
1222, Kopperu
and hickory cut to order.
753-1101
Bulk rates available. 753Realty in Murray.
Registered Dober32. APTS. FOR RENT AKC
7585 or 753-7300.
man puppies. 759-/588 or
For rent: two bedroom 753-7637.
26. TVADIO
apartment. Close to
40. PRODUCE
hospital. Deposit required. No pets. 753-7809.
REPOSSESSED
Apples fbr sale. Sweet cider.
Orchards, Landfill
25"COLOR TV
Large furnished apart- Tucker
to reserve
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FILCH FRUIT DRINKS
ment with fireplace Rd. Call 489-2467
Under Wononty,
order.
utilitiers.
includes
$190.00
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
take up payments
None drinkers! Evenings
*LEADING BRANDS OF WWITICS
41. PUBLIC SALE
CLAYTONS
753-5292. Prefer couples!
*MOUNTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
753-7575
Parking lot sale in front of
Unfurnishd three room Cain AMC
iferPerivety on Prei4 npeinnie iii(itv I rfinii4
Jeep. Oct. 2 &
apartment and basement 3, Fri. 9-5, Sat.
27. MOBIL
9-3. Fur$75.00. Call 753-6819.
niture, clothing, new
HOMES SALES
Furnished one bedroom parts and assessories,
15-x 50 mobile home, two apartment near Miscellaneous parts &
Good Looks and Fuel Efficiency!
bedrooms. $1500.00 or downtown Murray. 753- items.
- -New
best offer, Call 436-2332.
4109, 436-2844.
Moving Sale Sept. 29th Sun., Oct. 4th. Lots furniture, kitchen ware, antiREDUCED $500
que furniture, lots of
depression glass, tools,
new crop sorghum $5.00
Newest innovation in fireplace inserts Triple wit
gal or in 6 gal lots 824.00,
airtigni Plate sfeei conmacrame hanging tables.
struction Cast iron doors
Many more items.
and solid brass decorative
Everything priced tow! 10'
Min are standard Unrt Includes a 550 CFA( motor
miles east of Murray on
and decorator surround
Hwy.94.
Equally popular as a fire
place insert or tree stdYard Sale Fri. & Sat. 121
rig stove *vadat* in
North next to the
sues--30 36 40
48
f;rourid.
12x63-trailer for sale 1975
Model, excellent
condition. Two bedroom
and bath /
1
2. Fully
carpeted. Call Brandon
Diu, DINA.T _Ct MAW_
or nights 7531551.

43 REAL ESTATE

Two bedroom apartment
for rent, range, oven,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
disposal, washer, .and
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
No pets One year lease
and $725 deposit required
8225 per month Phone
753 7622 or 753 3865

COuritni Hide-a-eat I
acres rah oul basement 4 000 se ft
finished
Home or busmen for
rent call

Sweet Waldrop
ileelbease
Bub Ws
Cameo
/09-I PSI

49-v

753-1222
JUST ONE

LOOK
That's all it will
take to convince
you that this is the
home for your
family. Relax
from the day's
work in the 13x21
master bedroom
suite, then join the
family in the
beautiful den
with its round
hearth fireplace.
The kitchen is a
gourmet's delight
with its bay window. The formal
living- and dinirig
room offers you
and your guests an
elegant place to
visit. Seeing is
believing. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the
information of this
lovely Canterbury
Estates residence.

firm.,

SEARCH NO
LONGER
For a home with
an acre lot just
minutes from
town. A beautiful
foyer opens into
both formal living
room and den with
a brick wall f
place. This 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home is nicely arranged for family
living with all its
extras; a patio for
entertaining, a
double garage
with concrete
driveway and professional landscaping. Offered
through Kopperud
Realty,753-1222.
44 LOTS FOR

3°311:11°

AgyroRcertts ii,sERvojsofFEREogRvicE-soFFERED

19103 Yemen., 11 750 Hon
da, 1971 450 Honda Call
00 7305 after Sp m

Fent e saws at Sears now
Call Sears 753 /PO foe
tree estimate tor your
tutus
1140 Yamaha YZIOG trail
racing twee thee new)
C AiPt T
it AMMO
1395 00 3516770
F fee estimates SatiSheall
references yaw& Vm
1/77 750F Honda good con
steam or wick dry clean
damn. Best Mar Call
Mg LEE'S CARPET
in
by CLEANING,153 5821 767 2751 or 753 5708
insulation blown
WY, "WU MO
heating and cooling dills AAA CUSTOM MADE
49 USED CARS
CO Sears 753 2310 for CASINE TS. bookcases.
tree estimate
music centers. •t(
PURL
Reasonebie 416 7566
General Home and
CATON
Mobile Horne Repair 15 P L 0 Lawn Service MOir
One owner local car
ing, small tree and hedge
years experience
Free
Is
Carpentry and concrete.- -trimming
plumbing, roofing, siding. Estimates AM 7497
Oldsmobile
Free estimates No lob to Cleaned and bagged
Pontiac
smisi! Days 474 2359, Heart seed wheat G000
Cain«
nights and weekends 474 germ Cali •Se 7704 or tir•
7776
753-531
2563 after 6 p m
14% w.
Aluaroom SN'SsCe
aluminum sad
SKI/flt
CVO=
work ROsitaces
Will Ed Ballet
0539

K 1. K Stump Removal
Do you need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 24 below
the ground, leaving only
1981 Datsun 210 5 speed sawdust and chips Call
overdrive Air condition, for free estimate Bob
good gas mileage, good Kemp 415 4343 or Bob
condition 15600 00 Days 8 Kemp, Jr 435 4319
4 762 2401 after 6 p m 753
0446

1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass
Supreme Power, till,
cruise, AM FM cassette,
rear defog, low mileage,
753,8512

1972 Torino excellent con
dition. Good mechanical
ly. 753 2615, 759 4532
1975 Buick Limited, 63,000
miles. 11095 00 753 9710
1976 Chevy 11850 00, 1970
Plymouth 5325.00. 1962
Dodge $225.00. 759 1801,
1971 Buick Skylark runs
good, ir, heat, good.
1450.00 489 2371
1974
Jacquar X7121._
Automatic, power steer
ing, power brakes, power
windows, AM FM stereo
tape, new Mitchelin
radials. SHARP! 15000.00
firm. Call Mayfield. 2474108 after 5 p m
1955 Chevy two door post
$1800.00.753 1820 after 5
pm

Carpet Cleaning Clean
odor free carpet, . last
longer and smells better
For free estimates call
Jeff's Carpet Cleaning.
753 9826 E xperienced and
reliable

FARMS FOR SALE

For re
nT,Ise- or sale. 80
acre cattle farm near
Crossland. Also hay for
Sale. Call 753-0662.
46. HOMES FOR

HUTCH REBEL
Fireplace Insert

•

Olior hem with two bedrooms, imp king
rows, Idtchom, eme bob, diming roes god malty
rem. Mee h approximately few mks iroom
tem', is city water. WOW,$11,011,
S3-s3n after 4:311

CARPORT SALE Sat..
Oct.1 at 8:00.611 North to
464 crossing near Almo,
turn west, approximately
1/2 mite (near Flint Baptist Church). Electric
wench, ctiffcts clothing
sizes 6 & 8, women's size 8
to 10, stroller and
miscellaneous items.

Murray Lumber Co.
104 Maple St Murray, Ky

SAWDUST
isle trod load
.CdittorS
.a. 101-642-7$40.
eurSot Ceramics Open
0011 m til 10,00 pm
Monday Friday Classes
and supplies 474 7700.
Automobile mechanic
will do work on automatic
and all gasoline enginecl
.trucks All work done
-guaranteed Call 437 SUS
ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl Wing
and trim Aluminum trim
for brick houses Jack
Glover 753 11113

All your plumbing and air
conditioning needs. Atso
do carpentry. painting,
roofing and concrete All
work done to satisfaction
753 9872
Asphalt driveways and
Parking lots sealed by MOBILE HOME
ANCHORS underpinning,
Sears Fpr free estimates
roof's sealed, patio awn
call 753-2310
ings, and house type roofs
1980 AMC Concord DL Guttering by Sears. Sears for mobile homes 753
1873 Jack Glover.
two door, blue, low continuous gutters install
mileage, extra clean. Call ed per your specifica
Steam cleaning portable
753-2529 after 5 p.m.
lions Call Sears 753 7310 motors equipment shop
for free estimate
floors garages house
1975 Cadillac Coupe De
siding roofs tiler shake,,
Tardt
Ville two door, one owner, Alexander Septic
metal, mildew removing
low mileage, white on Cleaning Vacuum clean
Pierceall Cleaning 753
red. Call 753-2579 after 5 ed from your driveway
8148.759 4-471
Industrial, residential, or
p.m.
commercial, 24 hour ser
55 FE VA,SEED
1974 Oldsmobile Cutlass vice Call 753 5933
Supreme extra sharp. 759
Arthur wheat seed Call
4515 after 5 p.m.
;V• •11
435 4479
1971 Pontiac GT 37 low
Onion free cleaned Arthur
Shlogles
mileage, excellent condiwheat Call after COO
stem
. All verb
tion. Cali 759 4805 or 753
p.m. 435 4472
Lzizo
o
ns
e
teed.
Free
after
4:30.
8430
. Cal /59-1859
56 FREE COLUMN
er 753-63 .
1976 Dodge Aspen SE.
One owner, small V-8,
automatic, power, vinyl APPLIANCE SERVICE Free kittens Call 753
roof, bucket seats, cruise K ENMORE, 8617
WHIRL.P0 0 L , Female Boxer dog,
$2100.00, 753-7788.
WESTINGHOUSE 10 spayed 489 2.440 after 5
1 9 7 4 Gremlin X, years experience, Bobby p.m
automatic, air, power Hopper, Bob's Appliance
steering, good tires Service 203 S 5th St 753 Two month old black
$99000. 489 2595.
4872 or 753 8886
female kitten. 753 4901
1970 Chevelle 427 very
good condition 247 3728,
345-2870,

HORNBUCKII BARBER SHOP
215 L. P. Miler St.(Across hew Casemate Culler)

1971 Chevy Impala two
door in good condition,
$450.00. 753-8127.

Specielizise le Seater Othests
Minos $1.25
Oral Moors
Mon., Ti.,., Mors., Fri., Sot.
1-12 753-3615
For Appointment

1966 Dodge, V'S
automatic $300.00. Call
489-2327

SAL
SOUSED TRUCKS

A sunny VA loan locked in
101
/
2 percent, Three
bedroom brick, family
room with fireplace, P'2
bath, closed garage, fenc
ed in back yard, neat and
clean, good location.
14500.00 down and a sunny
49_5_ Calf 19 -5562.

1973 InternationaL farm
truck. 11 ft flat be price
$2850.00. Call 151 8061
80 GMC Van conversion
Fully customized with
refrigerator, sink, stereo,
couch (converts into
bed), rally wheels,
Home for sale by owner, custom paint and cap1505 Oak Dr., excellent tains chairs. 13,000 miles.
condition, immediate Reply to 753 5014,
possession. Three 1976 Chevrolet i/7 ton
bedroom brick over 1400 heavy duty power steersq. ft. living area. Fully ing, power brakes. 34,000
carpeted. Phone Paducah miles. Like new. 759 1813.
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111
or after 5:00 p.m. 554- 1975 GMC pick.up truck
7580. Ask for Ken Adams. Good condition. Asking
$1500.00 901-247-5764.Four bedroom house in
Lynn Grove with 2 acres.
House needs repair, 435- 1978 Jeep Renegade CJ 7
low mileage. 753 4647
428&
after 6.00 p.m.
New houses in Canter
bury. Owner financing 1977 Chevy Blazer 4 wheel
with 255 at 14 percent in- drive, Cheyenne,
automatic, tilt wheel,
terest. 753-3672.
cruise control. 52,000
House for sate -furnished miles Sharp! 14850.00.
or unfurnished, carpet Call 354-6217.
throughout, 2 large bedrooms
1978 Chevrolet Lane
and large
room. Dining room, automatic, long bed,
kitchen, bath room, great condition 13.475 00
utility room and built in 4E9-2595.
car garage. 11
/
2 blocks
from M.S.U. Look it over 1971 Ford Step Van six
and give me a bid. No real cylinder, automatic,
estate brokers please 206 paneled and carpet, AM
FM tape player, captain
S. 15th, 759 4702
chairs 8895.00. 489 2595.
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
built-in appliances. Must 1977 Chevy one ton flat
sell. $33,000. Call 489-2670. bed, 350 engine, 4 speed,
mechanically good
47. MOTORCYCLES 12150.00. 489 2637
1 9 7 5 1 5 0 Honda
51 CAMPERS
combination road and
trail bike. Excellent 1976 GMC Midas mdor
condition. Calf 43 72744.
home 72 ft long, excellent
1979 YZ 80 also 1977 GI condition Sleeps six,
80. Call 753-65.46 after 4 19000 00 Call 247 1170
after 5:10 o.m
P•rn.
Inter ha tional motet.,
148
Custer.^.' made leather
t ausem,,
J$lnt. Self contained,
jackets, ,
Minor shoe repair. sow:- ewer head .air, customray Leather Shop, Dix- painted $175000. 354 6217.
ieland Center. 759 9433.
1975 Kawasaki 400. See at
676 9f: tth St., old 641North.
RM 250 Sazuki excellent
shape,S475.00. 753-8428.

•

P rofess ions 1
paperhanging, painting.
farm buildings. top. sides
Commercial or
residential Call tremor+
Farris 759 19117

Concrete and blocks and
Basements
brick
driveways, sidewalks and
storm cellars 20 years
experience and free
estimates 753 5.476

MURRAY
LEATHER
SHOP
Diabase/ Slopping Center
eau. to 6 pat.
7514633
Leather gifts billfolds, belts, saddlebags,
purses, coats, ponts, etc. All types
leather repair.Shoe repair.- Custom mode
leather clothing, harness; belts, gifts and
Block Powder Clothing.

1

WALLIS DRUG

Co

wityi
turn
Cala
753

SALE

Commercial lot with two
block buildings 118,000.00,
753-0778.
45

4

04°

4

For the finest dining in the Kentucky LOke area come to the Dinner Bell Thursday; Friday and
Saturday 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. Sunday
12 Noon-9 p.m.
Budget Hours4 Thursday ond fridati, 4 p.m..to -5
2
p.m Sunday 12 Noon_to_5
Budget Hours-meons-dll you con
eat including tea or coffee and tax

$500

52. BOATS & MOTORS

for

23 ". Cruiser- 759-1951
after 5 P.m•
Used
Johnson motor.
Alvarez guitar. Call 7536377 ask for Rebekah

For' reservations or lorge groups or more
information
Call 354-6942.

:

Ky..1.1.115131 RINKS,!Wortley.October 3.1111

Despite Criticism Of Reagtiii's Plan

Obituaries

Defense Approval Predicted

Pierce Rites
At Lakeside

DON WATERS will get a sampling of the Stealth bomber that defenses will be upgraded
Services for Evelyn R.
varying congressional would go into service in with new radar systems,
Associated Preas Writer
Pierce, mother of Lynn
WASHINGTON(AP)- sentiments on the pro- the early 1990s. More five squadrons of modern
Mileff Wuest of Murray,
Despite criticism that grain when he testifies than 3,000 cruise missiles interceptor aircraft and
will be at 3 today at the
President Reagan's plan Monday before the would be placed aboard six to nine new AWACS
Lakeside Chapel of D. 0.
surveillance planes.
for deploying the MX Senate Armed Services newer B-52s and the B-1.
McComb and Sons
The plan also contains
-New satellites and
misaile would leave the Committee and the House
Funeral Home, Fort
system "enormously defense appropriations the following elements:
radar systems to warn of
Wayne. Ind., with the
-The Trident nuclear a Soviet missile attack
vulnerable," a key subcommittee.
Rev. Richard Radtke ofRap. Joseph -R--Ad--submarine will continue and assess its scope and
senator is predicting that
ficiating.
the administration's dabbo, D-N.Y., chairman to be produced at a size would be developed,
Burial will follow in the
$180 3 billion defense pro- of the subcommittee, has one-a-year rate and at- as would new
Greenlawn Memorial
ewliisll be approved by long been critical of the tack submarines will get communications
Park, Fort Wayne. The
B-1, but the panel's senior several hundred cruise facilities to keep comfamily requests that exReagan on Friday call- Republican, Rep. Jack missiles beginning in manders in touch with
pressions of sympathy be
land, sea and air forces
ed for deployment of 100 Edwards of Alabama, 1964.
made to the Parkview
-North American air during a nuclear war.
missiles, production said he was ready to back
MX
Hospice or St. Paul's
of the once-scrapped B-1 the full package.
Lutheran Church, Fort
Weinberger said Fribomber and development
Wayne where Pierce was
of a radar-evading day that without the new
a member.
Stealth aircraft as part of defense .system
Pierce,65, a resident of
of
the
the
for
chapter
Murray
New
officers
National
OFFICERS
his program to modernize would be subjected to a
NARFE
477 Stadium Drive, Fort
LONDON (AP)- Re- loans because of a hike in
nuclear blackmail or a
of Retired Federal Employees recently assumed their offices. First
nation's defenses.
the
Association
Wayne, died Thursday at vice president Robert II. Douglas (right) read the oath to (from left) J. Homer
the adage that two Interest rates this week.
jecting
kind
of
in
situation
which
he
program,
Such a
5 p.m. at her home. Her
as cheaply as British banks raised their
live
can
said, would "revitalize people would throw up
Miller, president; Lowell Palmer, vice president; and Gussie Adams, second
father was the late
Charles has base lending rates from
Prince
one,
we
hands
and
say
their
right),
retiring
from
secretary- our strategic forces and
vice president. Van D. Valentine (second
Wilbur Goheen.
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